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Happy Valentine's Day

Thursday, February 13, 1992

Campus Community Responds
to Racial Attacks
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
"Welcome to the real world.
There's no peace and harmony.
It's a race, religious, national
struggle."
These remarks by Dr. Walter
Petry, assistant professor of history, set the tone for last Thursday's Dolan talk-back, a panel
discussion centering around the
need for increased diversity on the
Fairfield University campus,
sparked by the recent racial attacks
in Dolan Hall.
In the past two weeks, freshmen Kenneth Owens and Lateef
Lee have been the victims of discriminatory remarks, returning to
their room twice to find the word
"nigger" written on their door.
Not only was the topic of
racial discrimination debated, but
also the termination of the position
of Faith, Peace, and Justice and its
director, Cornelia Dinnean, and the
discrimination against gay students, prompted by the slashing of
tires on a gay student's car in the
Dolan parking lot last semester.
A 12-person panel, which
consisted of five students, five
faculty members, one graduate
student, and one administrator,
answered questions on these topics posed by an audience of over
200 people, mostly students, in a
Dolan Hall lounge.
Panelists included Kenneth
Owens '95, Karen Lui '94, vicepresident of the Asian Students
Organization and an AHANA
representative, Gladys Chevere
'92, vice-president of SALSA, Dr.
Marie Panico, professor of modern languages and director of the
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Members of the panel discuss the need for multicultulism at the
Dolan talk-back.
Latin American and Carribean
Studies program, Chris Love, a
graduate student in the School of
Education and a counselor in the
office of Minority Relations, Louis
Rivera '95, a member of SALSA
and AHANA, Paul Marcarelli '92,
Dr. Sally O'Driscoll, assistant
professor of English, Dr. Johanna
Garvey, assistant professor of
English, Larri Mazon, director of
Minority Relations and Student
Academic Support Services, Dr.
Mark Worden, associate professor
of psychology and moderator of
the talk-back, and Petry.
"The attacks were not just at
me, but at all AHANA students,"
said Owens, the target of the racial
slurs which occured after he was
elected Hall Governor. "We must
think about what it does."
It is imperative that the needs
of minority students be filled because, according to Liu, by the
year 2015, AHANA groups will

comprise 51 percent of the United
States population, making the
"white majority" a minority.
Though the talk-back was
organized in response to the recent
incidents, the main issue, said Love,
"is racist attitudes in general and
how to eliminate them."
Mazon was "appalled and
outraged, but not surprised" [at the
racism] because we inherited a history of racism and violence. This is
the only country that has someone
from every part of the world," he
added. "We must learn to live
together, not separately."
Emphasizing racial diversity
in the faculty has been proposedto
increase campus diversity, though
little has been accomplished, causing a student to question why.
"We've done searches for
women and minorities, but it's
extremely difficult to get them,"
said Dr. Richard DeAngelis, chair
of the history department. "There's

only one faculty member of African-American background. We just
can't attract them, but there is no
conspiring to keep them out."
Of the five faculty members
on the panel, two of the five, Garvey and O'Driscoll, are untenured
professors, who risk their positions
by taking a stand on these issues. A
question arose on why haven't the
tenured faculty acted before these
incidents occured to help prevent
racial discrimination.
"They don't know all that
goes on," said Owens. "They want
to help, but can't do anything. If
we want a change, we have to get
up and do something. The change
has to come from those who really
want multiculturalism, like the
people in the audience."
The word "multiculturalism"
does not only include various ethnic groups, but also the gay, lesbian, and bi-sexual students on
campus. A live teleconference on
these concerns took place in the afternoon prior to the Dolan talkback, and discussions continued
that evening as members of the audience and panel remembered four
years ago when a proposed organization for these students was
quickly shot down.
"For gay students, it's been a
four year upward battle," said
Marcarelli. "Students should have
a safe place, established and personal, and completely accessible
for anyone to go to at anytime."
"Gay culture is a culture and
should be part of multicultural
relations," said an audience member.
Though the administration

(continued to p. 2)

From Beheadings to Perfumed Sachets;
Valentine's Day Boasts Centuries of Tradition
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
If you can think as far
back as grammar school, right
around this time you may have
been experiencing that high anxiety of sending Valentine's. Who
do you send them to? Which
ones do you send out?
Should you send the "I
love you" card to that allconsuming crush or do
you play it safe and send
out the "You're the Best
Friend" valentine?
Ahhhhh - deci
sions, decisions.Valentine's
Day, however, like many holidays
change significantly for people as
they grow older and for students at
Fairfield, it appears to have become as varied in the manner of
celebration as is the legend behind
the holiday.
"If you have no one to
spend it with it's just another day,
so what difference does it make,"
said Michael Bonelli, '92, who is
available for valentine's messages,
however.

One legend known to
Bonelli is that "St. Valentine was
in jail and wrote a note to the jailmaster'sdaughter, whom had fallen
in love with him, before he was
cruelly put to death, saying 'Be
Mine - Valentine. '"Who is St. Valentine, the patron saint of love and
courtship?
Historical sources
place St. Valentine's in
Terni, a small town
roughly 80 miles away
from Rome, during the
reign of Emperor Claudius. Claudius persecuted Christians during
this time and St. Valentine's
is believed to have been a
martyr who lost his life on February 14 in 270 A.D.
There are several different tales, however, around the true
story. One story handed down is
that St. Valentine steadfastly stood
by his faith and was imprisoned
and beheaded. Another claims that
he was thrown to the lions.
The closest connection to
the actual meaning behind Valentine's Day is the legend that Clau-

dius forbid people to marry because he wanted his men to be
soldiers and fight for Rome, not
stay at home. St. Valentine was
said to ignore the command and
continued to wed young lovers in
secret with the blessing of the
Church. He was discovered, imprisoned and beheaded.
Finally, St. Valentine was believed to have cured the blindness
of his jail keeper's daughter As
soon as she received sight she
became infatuated with«(
y
him. On his way to ,|
death, he wrote a
quick note that was
signed "Your Valentine."
This practice is thought to have
led to the tradition of
delivering messages of
friendship and love that
*
continues today.
^ J
"I don't have the time
to send Valentine's messages
while in school," said one junior.
"The day just goes along like any
other day, except more people wear

red."
Sending messages and
sentimental verses and wearing red
hasn't been around forever, but the
tradition goes as far back as the
1400s, according to old diaries and
records. The custom was fully established, however, by the beginning of the 19th century.
Before people had the
local card and gift store to pick up
manufactured valentine greetings,
they made their own valentines which consisted of pictures and verses. Books
would eventually come
out with the sole purpose of providing
verses and sayings for
valentines.
Gifts were
T exchanged as well,
4
but as the 18th century
rolled around gifts
y became less expensive
and the practice of sending ornate valentines, such
as those with dried flowers,

(continued to p. 4)

Second
Act of
Prejudice
Occurs in
Dolan
Jo Docimo
Staff Writer

For the second time this
semester, a racial attack shocked
the Fairfield University community, occurring in the midday hours
of February 5.
The attack was again aimed
at Kenneth Owens and his roommate Lateef Lee, both freshmen
living in Dolan Hall. The word
"nigger" was scrawled across the
memo board on their door.
In an effort to inform students of the second incident and to
speak out on such an abhorable
crime, a mandatory meeting was
held for Dolan Hall residents by
the department of Residence Life.
"We thought the issue had
been laid to rest and things were
beginning to clear up," said Patricia Christiano, assistant director
of Residence Life, "but unfortunately, this is a real campus issue."
Harassment of another individual because of race is a crime in
the state of Connecticut and punishable by a jail sentence, monetary penalty, or both in accordance
with existing guidelines such as
location, property damage, or
similar circumstances.
University policy, as stated
in the student handbook, also does
not tolerate any act of racism or
bias. However, the handbook does
not state any specific punitive
measures to be taken.
The Town Police are also
conducting an investigation.
"A crime such as this will
not be tolerated," said a security
officer during the meeting. "We
ask anyone with information to
come forward. People withholding information are just as guilty."
Maura Cenci, the Head Resident in Dolan Hall, emphasized
the need for education for all students to understand how people
feel about what is happening. "No
one should have to live in an environment of that kind," she said.
Students spoke about the importance of trying to make a difference through speaking out and
informing others about racism.
"This action is a major infraction and it has done much to
destroy what many have done to
build the school up to what it is
today,", said William Schimpf,
vice-president of Student Services.
"These actions are the means of
the destruction of this community."
Fr. Aloysius Kelley, S.J.,
University President, said, "Situations like this are absolutely intolerable. Unfortunately, not everyone shares the same values that
this institution stands for. There is
much learning to be done for someone out there."
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Career Week Gives a Look
at Life After Fairfield
Jo Docimo
Staff Writer
"I thought it went very well.
There was lots of collaboration,
and many people worked cooperatively to get it to come off."
These comments by Dennis
Amrine, a Career Counselor with
the Career Planning Center,
summed up the results of Career
Week 1992.
The week began on February
3 with the annual Major Monday,
organized by the Career Planning
Center and the Office of Alumni
Relations.
Panels of alumni situated in
different areas of campus presented
discussion opportunities for students who were uncertain about
majors or career paths.
Alumni Relations was responsible for reaching Fairfield
graduates in different lines of work
to discuss how Fairfield prepared
them for their careers.
"Alumni attendancerose to
104 this year from 86 last year,"
said Shireen Rustom, assistant
director of Alumni Relations, "but
student attendance dropped from

320 to 242."
Rustom theorizes that the
decrease in student attendance is
due to the fact that many students
who are juniors this year attended
last year. More sophomores came
this year however.
This creates a cycle of students attending probably every
other year because they don't feel
the need to attend twice.
She also said that the alumni
response was so great this year due
to the fact that many of the graduates feel flattered and honored
when asked to share their experiences with other Fairfield students.
Tuesday, February 4, the
Mock Interview program was held
in the Oak Room. Amrine estimates that approximately 70 students, mostly juniors and seniors,
attended this program.
Interviewers represented
such companies as Perrier, Wallace Computers, and Aetna Insurance. Interviews lasted about 20
minutes, then the interviewer devoted 10 minutes to give the student feedback on what was discussed and what he or she could do
to improve the interview.

"This was a chance for the
students to practice and improve
their interviewing skills," said
Amrine.
"People Helping People"
came to the Campus Center on
Wednesday, February 5, giving
students interested in careers in
human service or volunteer work a
chance to speak with various people
from Covenant House, Habitat for
Humanity, the Peace Corps, and
Boy Scouts of America.
The Career Spectrum on
Thursday, February 6, has a large
turnout with about 200 students in
attendance. Thirty-five organizations were represented, including
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Waldenbooks, Inc., United
Parcel Service, Yale University,
and various marketing and insurance corporations.
The purpose of this program
was mainly to acquaint students
with different organizations and
receive information about career
opportunities in several areas.
Students were able to speak directly with recruiters and learn
exactly what companies were looking for in new employees.

Dolan Talk-Back Addresses
Racism and Intolerance
(continued from p. 1)
encourages minority students to
enroll at Fairfield, incidents such
as these could only prevent them
attending this school.
"Is it right to ask gay students
to come when their tires are getting
slashed?" said Camille Banks '92,
president of Umoja. "Is it right to
ask AHANA students to come
when there is racial prejudice?"
The proposed dismissal of
Cornelia Dinnean and the department of Faith, Peace, and Justice,
effective at the end of this academic year, also caused discussion
among students and faculty who
feel she holds a vital position in the
University and has helped initiate
programs, like the Visiting Black
Scholars program, which encourage campus diversity.
"The most serious thing is
that the administration ignores the
students' needs for change," said
Dinnean. "If there's not a signifi-

cant response [to the talk-back], it
will be tragic."
Members of the panel and
audience voiced gratitude for all
Dinnean has accomplished for
minority needs and the Faith,
Peace, and Justice department.
However, with or without the
terminiation of her position, much
more work still has to be done.
"We need action," said
Charise Burt '92, social coordinator of Umoja, who has worked toward campus multiculturalism for
four years." I want to see results as
an alumni, and I'd like to see some
action by May."
To promote action before
May, Dr. Edward Dew, professor
of politics, encouraged students to
"write letters to the Long Range
Planning Committee and plan a
community for change."
"There's no room for intolerance at a campus which emphasizes the Jesuit ideal," said Panico.
"Nothing I have seen here has upset

me so as these incidents."
This meeting, the teleconference, and other gatherings since
last Thursday symbolize a positive
step to move the Fairfield University campus toward diversity.
"I'd like to thank everyone
for coming out tonight," said Fiona
Edwards '95, a member of Dolan
Hall's RHG, who organized the
event with Thorn McGowan '92.
"This really means you care."
"This could be the catalyst
for ending the overwhelming apathy at Fairfield University," said
McGowan. "I couldn't have been
more pleased with the turnout, but
I do wish more Jesuits had attended," McGowan added.
Sources said that members
of the Jesuit community had another meeting dealing with serious
Jesuit matters at the same time.
"This is not just a empty
gesture. It is not just a token appearance," said Panico. "People
here are committed."

Campus Crier
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Oak Room, Dr. John Lawrence will
present "Current Ethical Dilemna in Health Care: A Physician's Perspective."
The Fairfield University Playhouse presents "Fairfield Premieres," three one act plays, written, directed, and acted by students.
They will be held in the Wein Theatre of the Quick Center at 8:00
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 13, Friday, February 14, and Saturday, February
15. Admission is $3 for students and seniors and $8 for general
admission.
A Class of '94 Dance will take place Friday, February 14 from
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in the Oak Room.
Dr. Leo O'Connor, professor of American Studies, will present an Artbreak Gallery Talk, "The
Narrative Tradition in Modern Literature and Art: A Symbolic Relationship" at the Walsh Gallery of the
Quick Center on Saturday, February 15 at noon.
Nikki Giovanni, renowned poet, essayist, and lecturer, will speak on Tuesday, February 18 at 8:00
p.m. in the Quick Center as part of the Visiting Black Scholars Program.
Fairfield University has received a three-year. $478,000 grant from the Indiana-based Lilly Endowment, Inc. to establish "Collegium," a program for faculty to explore their role in Catholic higher education.
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GIVE BLOOD!
Circle K will be having its
semi-annual blood drive
February 19 and 20
in the Oak Room
from 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Registration begins next
week!

Save a Life!
Give Blood!
1993 Student Senate
Senate President: Jennifer Benson '94
Senate Vice-President: Craig Vigilante '93
Senate Secretary: Lyn Campanella '94
Director of Corresponce: Jen Abate '93
Judiciary Chair: Meg Flynn '93
University Life Chair: Jodi Ross '95
University Development Chair: Lou Spadaccini '94
Class of '93 : Matthew D'Alto, Susan Akerley,
Kevin Johnson, Mike Tammero, Michelle Marfori,
Brian Marks, Steve Bahna, Keri Stanislawscyk, Shawn
Brownyard, Chris Healyn
Class of '94 : Eilen O'Donnell, Monica Stack
Brooke Duschock, Gary Ramoso, Patricia McCann
Maureen Murphy, Jeffrey Igoe, Harry Bond, Pablo
Colon, Eric Araya
Class of '95 : Kevin O'Keefe, Kevin Hurley,
Olga Zargos, Jim Sulzer, Fiona Edwards, Stefani
Tartamella, Anthony Locascio, Frank Rabadam, Matt
Brennan, Erick Gallo

Classifieds
Help Wanted: Fast Fundraising program - Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earnupto$1000inoneweekat. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for callling 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
Alaska Summer Employment - Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/monfh.
Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 259.
Earn $2000 + Free Spring Break Trips! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternities and sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and Panama City! Call 1(800)724-1555.
Spring Break from $199 CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA
AND PANAMA CITY. Includes 7 nights, free beach party, free
nightclum admissions and more! Book with the Besi - Don't Settle
for Less! 1(800)724-1555.
Roomate WAnted: Male/Female. Must be Neat and Reasonably
Quiet. Spacious 2nd floor Apt., Fairfield House. 2 miles form
Fairfield University. Call anytime, 384-1438 - Joe.
Spring Break to Florida Beaches-Fun In the Sun: 4/Rm. prices.
Day tona $ 149, Panama City $ 139. Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans Available.
Call CMI at 1-800-423-5264.
You've Only Got One Week to Live! Do It Right: Spring Break
- JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN, MARGARITA from $369!!
Organize Group Travel Free! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Spring Break Price-Buster Vacations! JAMAICA, BAHAMAS
including airfare, great hotel, and much more from only $599. Buy
from the #1 name you trust for quality vacations. Four Seasons 1800-331-3136.
Extra Income '92 - Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1992 travel
brochures. For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL 33143.
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Fiftieth Anniversary Announcement

Protestant Minister Joins
Campus Ministry

As the country watched Ed Sullivan on the new gadget - televiand boys wore leather coats
sion, girls wore poodle skirts
ment was in its early
and the civil rights movestages, Fairfield added
two residence halls to
priately, Loyola
the property. ApproEmily Okenquist
named in honor of St.
opened first in 1955,
News Editor
founder of the Jesuit
Ignatius of Loyola, the
chapel. Gonzagafolorder, with a basement
Diversity on Fairfield's
Canisius Hall which housed
lowed in 1957, as well as
campus is not only emerging in arboth classrooms and administrative and faculty offices,
eas of race and culture, but in reliNot long after, Fairfield had a
gymnasium that would house
gious areas also, as Campus Mintitle-winning teams and later a "red sea of fans".
istry welcomes Protestant minister, Rev. David Jordan-Haas, a
member of the United Church of
Christ. With a background in parish ministry and involvement with
to G126 - where every
to friends who put guys be- college students, Rev. David is acnight is a "Copa" night...to the fore friends...to black eyes...to customed to working in a setting
Senior Retreat and all the memo- "Communications Breakdown" - like Fairfield.
ries made and relived...to drop- you're appropriately named...to
As a voluntary and tempoping your pants...to returning to a frosh bouncers who turn away the rary Campus Ministry Chaplin, he
clean house...to friends who'll be Sorority...to freshmen guys with will be on campus for students
friends forever...to learning how attitudes...to people who can'tkeep Tuesday afternoons throughout the
to use a lighter...to birthdays..to their mouth shut!. ..to being chased semester, and if a enthusiastic rethe upcoming long weekendand by 5-0...to not enough sleep...to sponse results, his term here may
going home...to Secret Admirers leaving the "real world"...to eating continue.
and those who they admire...to too much and getting no
"I'm real familiar with stugetting away from 5-0...to late night exercise...to chapped lips, hands, dents," Rev. David said. "I'd like
at TH 108...to questions that flus- and feet...to inconsiderate people to offer a Protestant worship as a
ter even the best of them... to the Is- banging on TH doors at 3:30 combination of understanding
land-gang - may it be deserted a.m....toabroken stereo...to house- ourselves in relation with our spirisoon...to getting up your nerve just mates who lock themselves in their tual lives and our social lives."
in time.. .to Th lottery # 104.. .to Out- rooms...to people who don't know
His plan to encourage Protback girls who help freshmen...to their housemates' names...to no estant worship will be carried out
friends in Chile...to garlic bread, food in the house...to only three in two specific ways this spring.
iced tea, and Eddie Murphy...to months of school left and gradu- Beginning on Sunday, February
the wave of the future...to radio ation just around the corner., .to job 23, and continuing each Sunday
shows that play Billy Joel...to the rejections...to prejudices...to going evening through Lent, Rev. David
huggable, lovable Major...to under- home in a car without heat...to will hold Protestant services in the
standing things better than e ver.. .to ignorance...to "hearty stew"...to Campus Ministry Dining Room.
TH 87 and 88...to potato skins and two tests in one morning., .to drafty
"I'd like them to coincide
potato sticks...to operation doors you must seal up...to being with the Class Masses at 10:00,"
eavesdrop...to talks with new forever behind... to holes in TH
friends...to snowy walks on the walls...to a 16 hour drive...to long,
beach...to 2 a.m. talks...to boring classes you dread going
to...to the cutest man alive..
diversity...to good blabs...
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Boos

he said. "I thought it would be
appropriate to offer Protestant services [in addition to the Catholic
services.]"
Rev. David will also have
Bible and spiritual fellowships on
Tuesday nights starting February
25 and also going through Lent.
"He's a very talented person who brings another religious

Rev. David Jordan-Haas
tradition other than Roman Catholic and Jesuit," said Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J., University Chaplin. "This
is a pilot program. We'll let it
develop and see where it goes."
A 1982 graduate of Cornell
College in Mount Vernon, Iowa,
he spent the next two years as a
Head Resident at Earlham College
in Richmond, Indiana, which in-

troduced him to dealing with university residence life. From there,
he entered Harvard Divinity School
and served as a Protestant Chaplin
intern at Boston College, where he
met Fr. Carrier in 1985, who was
also in Boston at the time.
"At Boston College, I developed a ecumenical Protestant
worshiping community through a
fellowship, retreats, residence life
programs, and working with students," Rev. David said. "There
was a lot more interfacing with
Catholics and Protestants [than at
Fairfield]."
He has also worked at
Oberlin College and St. John's
United Church of Christ, both in
Mansfield, Ohio.
"The Campus Ministry staff
sees as a mission the openness to
diverse faiths and ecumenical activities," he said. "It seems natural
to be back at a Jesuit campus."
In addition to his worship
services, Rev. David also plans to
meet with the Resident Advisors
and the Campus Ministry Council.
He will be available to meet
with students beginning the week
of February 16 and can be contacted through the Campus Ministry office in the Arrupe Center of
the Chapel.
He and his wife, who is a
Presbyterian Minister, live in Darien.

University's Four-Year
University Council Campaign Surpasses Goal
Addresses
Racial Bias
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief

Debra DeShong
Assistant News Editor

Recent campusracial incidents dominated last Tuesday's University Council meeting. Comprised of administrators, faculty and students, the council also discussed other important issues facing Fairfield today.
The council agreed that racial bias on campus is not accepted.
It was disclosed that the incident of harassment is not an isolated
incident and that prior incidents have been reported, such as harassment of homosexual and handicap students and University employees.
"There is a lot of anger and hurt," said William Schimpf, vicepresident of Student Services.
The problem, he suggested, is that the university is not what
they say they are. He feels that higher education is reactive and not in
a leadership position. As a result, acts of intolerance have increased in
past years. Schimpf hopes that in the four years students spend at Fairfield, their bias opinions can be changed.
"We cannot feel the pain and the hurt these students feel," said
Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant director of University activities. "We cannot
put ourselves in their position, no matter how hard we try."
Fitzpatrick proposed the statement that was drafted later in the
meeting that again condemned the acts of intolerance. He suggested
a future dialogue between the council and AHANA students.
Council member, Fr. Simon Harak, S.J., suggested a seminar
dealing with diversity, without which a student cannot graduate.
"We must recognize that our campus is a racist campus," said
Fr. Harak. "It is not due to malice, evilness, or corruption, but rather
is the result of ignorance."
Concerning this issue, the Council agreed to issue a statement
condemning the acts of intolerance, to invite members of AHANA to
address the Council, and to discuss and then send to committee specific
ideas that will address intolerance and harassment issues.
Other issues discussed by the council included the possibility of
a new phone system that would allow students to sign up for phone
service overthe summer. This way, phone service would subsequently
be in use when students arrive on campus and would eliminate the long
lines in the beginning of the year.
Also discussed was the freshman housing policy for next year.
It was agreed that the university will not maintain freshman floors, but
the exact details of the new policy are still being discussed by a
residence life committee.

Like any championship
runner who sprints across the finish line first, Fairfield University
is not only celebrating the completion of a four-year campaign that
raised roughly five million more
than expected in gifts and multipurpose pledges, but is also looking ahead to the training for the
next race.
"Our objective in this campaign was to utilize what was given
to Fairfield to enhance virtually all
aspects of the University," said
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., University President. "We are happy
that the goal of $35.6 million was
not only reached, but surpassed,
and some of the goals have already
benefited from the gifts, but we
realize that we will be facing a
tough economic climate in the
1990s."
The campaign raised over
$42 million, but many at Fairfield
are cautious to believe the race has
been won.
Fairfield University, like
most other young private institutions without large endowments,
is dependent on tuition revenues
formany of the expenses and operating expenses.
"Fairfield is entirely too
dependent on tuition, as is many
other young private institutions,"
said George Diffley, vice-president for University Advancement.
"The solution, however, is
difficult because the degree of dependence on tuition won't change
overnight as the whole country and
this area is facing a tough economic climate. Also, Fairfield
hasn't the large base of endow-

ments it needs to underwrite the
budget."
The shrinking pool of college applicants is also causing
concern for Fairfield as it competes with the other school to obtain the top students from around
the country.
A bright spot, however, has
been the support of the alumni,
who not only have financially
contributed to the institution, but
built up the school's reputation in
this area and beyond.
"The constituency that
contributed the most to the campaign was alumni," said Fr. Kelley.
"It was particularly heartening that
alumni got behind the campaign
and supported their alma mater."
The alumni support has also
contributed to the rise in Fairfield' s
reputation, according to Fr. Kelley,
who said that he heard many happy
to support the school and called
Fairfield University an amazing
success story as he traveled the
country campaigning.
Diffley added, "There appears to be a general perception in
our region and increasingly beyond this area that Fairfield is a
good, solid school with a strong
academic reputation, even though
we are only 50 years old."
The campaign which ends
as Fairfield hits the milestone of 50
years, has enabled Fairfield to reach
several long-range goals. Some of
those goals are as follows:
• The construction of the
$7.5 million Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts and the Egan
Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola and
the Pedro Arrupe, S.J. Campus
Ministry Center.
• The additional residence
halls and facilities at Dolan Cam-

pus, as well as a new home for the
School of Continuing Education.
The renovation of Loyola Hall to
fine arts and sculpture studios and
new music practice rooms.
• New computer and science equipment for the existing
programs through corporate grants
and contributions.
Ongoing plans include:
• An increase in library holding and resources, as well as an
expansion of faculty development.
• Further commitment towards financial aid to students.
Over $10 million was pledged
towards aid during the campaign,
and as the pledges come in, the
money will be used for those most
in need.
The lump sum of over $42
million may be adjusted this spring
when the final total is revealed,
however, the money will be coming in as pledges. In other words, if
there isn'tone deposit to be used to
allocate within the budget, the
money goes to those goals originally outlined as it comes in.
"The element of a comprehensive campaign is tricky," said
Diffley. "We want to thank everybody for their support and say how
well we've done, but we are not
necessarily on "easy street" by any
means."
As all good championship
teams share a commitment to not
only celebrating the wins, but also
looking ahead to train for the next
big match, Fairfield is anxious to
begin planning for the next big
game.
"We have made great developments, but there are many
more things that have to be done,
and we have to keep our eyes
ahead," said Diffley.
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Valentine's Day
(continued from p. 1)
lace, shells and ribbons, was preferred.
And what was said on
these valentines? Many of the same
tokens of sentiment are on the cards
of today. The messages ran from
friendship to impassioned love.
"Valentine's Day is the
day you gather up the courage to
tell somebody that you want them,"
said one sophomore.
This practice isn't so
novel as the celebration of the day
appears to have evolved out of the
old Roman holiday of Lupercalia,
which took place on February 15.
Ceremonies honored Pan, the god
of shepherds and country people
and Juno, the goddess of marriage
and guardian of women. Names of
women were put into a box and
drawn out by men. Chance would
direct this choosing of a partner.
The holiday was later
adopted and transformed by Christianity, as were many other festivals and ceremonies. As St. Valentine had a connection with the date,

his name came to signify the ceremonies of that day.
For the many different
countries, this coupling either
lasted for days or years, and often
if the match was acceptable it would
lead to marriage. Remember that
when you send that valentine.
For some, Valentine's
Day is not the day of swooning
sentiment and romantic tales.
"Valentine's Day is a
stunning manifestation of the
power of the bourgeois capitalists
who dominate every aspect of our
lives," said Brian Grogan, '93.
Where is the love? Where
is the caring? "I hate Valentine's
Day," said Janine Mse, '93.
Well, for those of you who
have a different perception of
Valentine's Day, there are some
other customs of the day.
In Ancient Persia, the
festival of Merdgiran was said to
honor the guardian angel of women
and some believe the holiday was
a precursor to Valentine's Day.
On this occasion women
had absolute power and husbands

had to obey all commands of their
wives. Single women, not to be
left out, could pay court to whomever they choose without crossing
the line of indecency.
Another favorite that
amazingly died out was the custom in a region of France, in which
people were paired up by the married members of the village. If the
match was acceptable, the woman
would cook dinner and the man
would bring a bottle of wine and
the celebration would end with a
huge town dance that night.
If a woman was not accepted, she was deserted and had
to remain alone for eight days until
the following Sunday, during
which time large bonfires would
be set and effigies of those that
spurned the women would be set
ablaze. To add fuel to the fire, so to
speak, abusive and nasty things
would be called out.
The course of true love
certainly has its bumps and fires,
but the idea of love, loyalty, friendship and happiness has transcended
time and tradition.
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Kissing 101
(CPS) - We kiss goodbye,
for luck, for love, for fun, under the
misletoe, on Valentine's Day, to
seal marriages and death sentences,
and to show respect.
But does anyone really
know how this modern-day lip
connection started?
After
20
years of researching
the phenomenon of
kissing, Vaughn M.
Bryant Jr., professor
of anthropology and
head of the Texas
A&M Department of
Anthropology, could be called the
nations's expert on the subject.
According to Bryant, the
participants of the world's first kiss
will never be known, but history
does document a likely cultural
starting point.
The Vedic Sanskrit texts
of India, written about 1500 B.C.,
contained references of rubbing
and pressing noses together.
Bryant says anthropologists believe this sign of affection
was the earliest beginning of what

became lip kissing in India over
the next 1,000 years.
The Greeks were the first
Europeans to spread the practice
of kissing, around 326 B.C. when
Alexander the Great conquered
parts of India. Indian culture is
said to have influenced and impressed the Greek
armies, Bryant says.
The Romans had different
kinds of kisses as
well- the "osculum," a kiss of
friendship, and the "saviolum," the
ultimate kiss of wild passion known
today as a "French kiss."
The holiday has evolved
as a celebration of love and romance, but Bryant says anthropologists aren't sure exaclty why.
What they are sure of is
that the tradition of kissing has
become a longstanding sign of love
and romance, just like Valentine'
Day, and is therefore entrenched
as one of many symbols of the
holiday.
]
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Fairfield Faces

Amery: On Crazy Theatre People
Dana Felmlee
Staff Writer
"Only crazy people choose
the theatre as their profession. It's
not even a choice, though it's
something you have to do. If you
ever ask yourself, 'Should I do it?'
thendon'tdoit. You'll know if it's
for you."
Great actresses are intense,
outspoken, and eloquent. Jane
Amery is intense, outspoken, and
eloquent. Therefore, Jane Amery
is a great actress.
This may seem like a very
scholastic approach to describe the
senior theatre major, but Amery's
success as an actress extends far
beyond the reach of just raw talent.
She will soon be competing with
Paul Marcarelli in the American
College Theatre Festival which will
be hosted by Fairfield. And she is
also the president of the Play Writing Committee, a University group
which produces student-written
scripts. She urges all would-be
writers to submit a script to the
group.
As one of the leading
members of FAIDRA, the University drama organization, Jane has
had leading roles in several of the
University's productions, including "The Roar of the-Greasepaint,"
The Mousetrap," "Tartuffe," this
year's most recent "Light Up the
Sky," and "The Pizza Man," which
opens this week.
"I think the organization
[FAIDRA] itself is more interest-

ing than I am," says Amery. "When
I was a freshman, it was only a
club. But when Dr. LoMonaco
came to the theatre program here at
Fairfield, things really began to
develop. People have worked so
hard in the Theatre Department
and it's exciting to see how much
it has grown as a result. Now
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they're pi anning to hire atechnica
expert as well for next year."
Although Amery takes
pride in her work, she leaves room
to be humble.
. "I love being on stage
because I can express myself to an
audience and tell them basically
anything I want for two hours," she
says. "The theatre program at
Fairfield is great because it's still
small enough that everyone gets a
lot of opportunities to develop their
skills. I'm sure I've gotten a lot of
parts that I would have never gotten at a larger school."
Amery and the rest of the
FAIDRA crew work hard at their
craft, but all in all, they find the

work well worth it.
"I don't think people realize how hard we theatre people
work," says Amery. "We can't
just goof off after school; we have
to go to practice. We aren't a
bunch of flakes. I wish people
could learn to respect the time and
aggravation we put into a production. I always say, T hate this,' but
then when it's over, I want to just
do it again."
"The people in FAIDJ^,,
because the program is still ifl»
tively small, get to be very close
too," she continues. "I've made
some of my best friends through
the group."
Angered by the recent
racist events on campus, Amery
responds to the attacks.
"I think I speak for all the
people in FAIDRA when I say that
these discriminatory incidents
which have taken place lately have
hit close to home," she says. "I'm
very angry about it all."
Outside of her theatrical
ties, Jane lives in the townhouses
with housemates who are not involved with the theatre — "They
aren't arty and it's a nice break
sometimes," she says.
Of her future, Amery has a
clear goal, "I love the theatre, the
constant change, the uncertainty,"
she states. "Right now I'm trying
to get into either NYU or BC for
graduate school. But no matter
what I do, I have to work in the
theatre. I don't care if it's sweeping floors."

The Fairfield Dating Game
Is dating at Fairfield unheard-of, or just underestimated?
Laurie McQuade
Contributing Writer
February is here again,
and with it come freezing weather,
an epidemic of colds, and overheated dorms. But it is also the
time of year when couples get
together on Valentine's Day and
celebrate each other.
This holiday inevitably
leads to a trip down memory lane,
as couples reminisce about those
first magical moments — the first
date, the first kiss.... But wait a
minute. The first date? If you are
a college student, you probably
have a very dim memory, if any at
all, of that first date with your
loved one.
Why do so few people
have some memory of a first date
on campus? Is dating dead at Fairfield?
If dating is dead, then how
did you and your loved one realize

that you were a couple? If the
answer is a hook-up, then you are
probably in the majority of Fairfield students.
One student remembers
Valentine's Day her freshman year
at Fairfield. She and her boyfriend
from high school had just broken
up.
"My friends and I decided
to dress completely in black," she
says. "We had black on from the
bows in our hair down to our black
shoes. I remember returning to my
room and finding a huge bouquet
of flowers from a guy who liked
me. It was sweet, but we never got
together. Besides, my boyfriend
and I made up."
Another student remembers actually going on a date. It
was more of a blind date, and the
guy picked her up in a limited
edition Corvette.
"I had a nice time, but he
was really arrogant, and that both-

ered me," she states. "After the
date, he called me again, so I had to
tell him that I didn't want to go out
with him again. When he asked
me why, I told him I thought he
was arrogant."
So what does this mean?
Perhaps the answer is that dating is
not a practical solution for Fairfield students looking for that special someone. We know that most
of the action on the weekends takes
place at the beach or the
townhouses. These are the best
places to meet new people and get
acquainted.
But maybe dating isn't
such a bad idea after all. If all the
single men and women out there
make the first move and surprise
someone by actually taking them
out, the possibilities are endless. A
good dinner, some good conversation... who knows? You could end
up with an adoring partner who is
thankful for life.

Valentine Candy May Put You in a Funk
(CPS) - Think twice about giving
your sweetheart a box of candy for
Valentine's Day. A Texas A&M
psychologist says depression —
not adoration — may result.
Dr. Larry Christiansen,
who has conducted research on the
link between sugar and depression,
said he has found that eliminating
sugar from the diets of depressed
people can substantially curb their
depression.
In his book The FoodMood Connection: Eating Your
Way to Happiness, Christiansen
says that dietary intervention can
often determine what chemicals
may be causing your case of blues.
"In terms of mood disorders, particularly depression, caf-

feine and sugar can have a devastating effect in terms of creating
depression," said Christiansen,
who has studied the diet-mood
connection for the past 10 years.
He points out that "individuals who feel fatigued, go to
bed for eight hours and are still
tired, someone who is moody, and
people with ongoing headaches"
are among those who may be what
he terms "sugar or caffeine sensitive."
Many people attribute
"feeling lousy" to a stressful job or
marriage, when they could be suffering an underlying depression
triggered by caffeine or sugar that
makes them feel worse.
The author suggests that

people eliminate both sugar and
caffeine from their diets, then
gradually introduce one element
back into their system and watch
for symptoms.
"Caffeine is not a stimulant for everyone," says Christiansen, who said he has found that
people more often are sugar-sensitive than caffeine-sensitive.
Christiansen warns that
withdrawal symptoms may be
experienced when people drop
sugar or caffeine from their diet.
"They may get shaky, and the
change may be gradual," although
one woman told Christiansen she
could "name the hour" she started
feeling better after eliminating
sugar from her diet.
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Claire's Clamor
Valentine1's Day: The holiday for love
giving is aptly abbreviated VD
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor.
It's Valentine's Day tomorrow, and guys everywhere are
darting out to the candy shoppes,
card stores, and Victoria's Secret
boutiques for that last minute,
"tell her you love her but make
sure she realizes how much this
gift cost you" token of their affection."
But as they reach the door
to the shop, they reach deep into their pockets to evaluate their love
budget and find only a few pieces of dryer lint and that Jolly Rancher
they've been searching for for six weeks. After the last of the string
of obscenities leaves their mouths, shock sets in. But that relaxing
numbness is soon replaced by unbridled, unrelenting fear. Yes, boys,
your lovemuffins will annihilate you if you arrive at their door
empty-handed.
Fear not! For I, the gift idea wizardess, have come up yet
another list of practical, yet functional gift ideas that range from the
cheap-looking, "it's the thought that counts" present to the fauxexotic, "it looks real, but I got it for a steal" offering:
1) Your clothing. Heck, we women always raid our boyfriends ' wardrobe anyway, right? This way, you can count it as a gift,
and you can alleviate your girlfriend's guilt of borrowing and never
intending to return your threads.
2) Half of everything you own. Face facts, gentlemen.
We're going to get half anyway. So why not divide up your belongings now, while you still don't own much? You're still young; you
have plenty of time to build up your vault of material possessions
again.
3) Jewelry from the Home Shopping Network. It looks
real, and ihe'll never know the truth until she has it appraised
(roughly wo weeks after she receives it). Besides, if you're lucky,
you will get to go on television to talk to the T. V. salesperson to rave
about their cubic zirconia. You always wanted to be famous. Act
now.
4) Anything that belongs to your sister or ex-girlfriend.
You're always comparing them to your current girlfriend anyway;
admit it. And as Oedipal as it might seem, you have begun to spot the
same characteristics in your girlfriend as exist in your sister. So why
not facilitate the cloning process by giving your babe some of your
sister's stuff? If your sister is younger, you can always pull her
pigtails or threaten to tell your mom about the time you caught her
necking with the Miller boy or some other ingenious torture. Revive
that old sibling rivalry—you '11 feel ten years younger, and you '11 get
off cheap for a Val Day present!
5) A homemade card. Granted, Mom lied when she said she
preferred a card that came from your heart to one that came from a
store, but the cuteness and antiquity of the idea just might work. I
would not advise making this little art project your only offering,
however; use it in conjunction with any of the other suggestions.
6) A home-cooked meal. Girls dig guys who can cook. For
those of you who don't, make sure you show your mom the back exit
well in advance. But in any case, a nice meal, complete with wine and
appetizers, settles well with every girl except for the extremely dietconscious. It also sugarcoats the line that goes something like "let's
go someplace where we can be alone" which you serve up during the
chocolate mousse dessert.
7) Flowers. This should be considered a given by now, but
there are some guys out there who still haven't caught on to the fact
that girls love to get flowers. If you're so pitifully underfunded that
you can't even afford these, steal some from the local hothouse. I
normally condemn shoplifting, but if it will prevent one of those
fights — you know those fights, the ones that start with "What's
wrong?" "Nothing's wrong." "Okay." ..."How could you be so
insensitive!?" — then go for it.
8) A puppy. What could be more adorable than a wet nose
and a lick from a rough tongue? (From the dog, I mean.) All girls go
ga-ga over cute little canines. But be warned: they say that owners
of dogs start to resemble their pets in time. So be sure to buy an
attractive dog. No one wants to be seen hanging around with a Shitzu.
Guys, you can't go wrong if you implement any of these
suggestions, alone or in combination with each other. However, if
you choose both to ignore my suggestions and to give your sweetheart nothing for Valentine's Day, here is a list of gifts you can get
for yourself instead:
1) The doghouse. Get a nice one, preferably with a T.V. and
a bar, because you'll be living here for the rest of the year. Just think,
if you had bought a puppy, at least you would have company. But no,
you had to be a cheap skate.
2) A walkman. Make sure you buy one with quality
headphones, so that you can drown out the song of your scorned and
nagging loved one.
3) A blindfold and a cigarette. Ready, aim, fire. Didn't
know your sweetie packed a .44, did you?
So plan ahead, and you can save yourself a lot of heartache.
And if you see my boyfriend, be sure to slip him a copy of this
list. And highlight number 7.
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Freshmen Light up Student Senate with a Fresh Outlook
Rich Pisarra
Contributing Writer
You are sitting there a little
amazed at how things work and
wondering how you can help. But
you are not a little kid watching
your dad build something; you are
a freshman senator at your first
meeting of the Student Senate.
Matt Brennan, Tonigail
Castaldi, Fiona Edwards, Amy
Esbianski, Kevin Hurley, Tony Locascio, Kevin O'Keefe, Frank
Rabadam, Jodi Ross, and Olga
Zargos were the ten senators chosen to represent the Class of 1995
inF.U.S.A. They had a lot to learn
before they could help contribute.
"It was hard in the beginning because projects were already
started and there were a lot of rules

to learn," Rabadam said. "But we
can do much more now that we
understand how everything
works."
The Senate has three different committees: University Life,
University Development, and Judiciary. Locascio, who was on the
University Development Committee, learned the system so quickly
that he brought up an issue that
affects freshmen.
"I'm trying to make things
like milk and butter available in
either the Stag-Her Inn or the
bookstore, because it is difficult
for freshmen who don't have cars
to get to town to get these items,"
he said.
The senators feel that they
know a lot more about Fairfield
University than the rest of the stu-

dent body. O'Keefe talked about
this and how it related to some of
the issues that were covered by the
University Life Committee.
"The ABC News beach
controversy, the condom issue, the
racism issues — we hear all sides
of the story on all of these issues,
including Fr. Kelley's," he said.
"We are important enough that Fr.
Kelley took the time to address us.
It was great."
Tonigail Castaldi thinks
that F.U.S.A. is a big help to the
students and that they do not realize it. She cited that four more
security poles, which are for the
students' protection, are probably
being put in and that only a few of
the students know or care.
Future senate meetings
will involve these freshmen more.

Fiona Edwards and Jodi Ross will
probably be a big part of these
future meetings.
Edwards was the only
freshman on the Judiciary Committee and the only black senator
from any year. She thinks that the
Judiciary Committee should be
involved in student discipline, but
doubts that the administration will
allow it to go out of their hands.
But the lack of black senators was more important to Edwards.
"I was disappointed in the
upperclassmen that there were no
black representatives in the Senate," she said. "So I am going to
encourage more black students to
run in future years."
Ross was elected by the
Senate to serve as Chairperson of

the University Life Committee
during the next term; senators serve
from February to February.
She stated that the first
job of the University Life Committee next year will be to register
as many students as possible to
vote.
"Most students don't realize that we are residents of the
town and could have a voice and
effect on local elections," she said.
"This is especially important considering the problems that the students have encountered at the
beach."
These freshmen are a part
of Fairfield through their involvement in the Student Senate and
most of them will help to shape the
University through future involvement.

"Dolan Talks Back" Incites Riot of Reflection and Reaction
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
It shouldn't have had to
come to this. It shouldn't have had
to come to the slanderous, hateful,
and despicable actions of an ignorant few (or one) for this university
community to get together and talk
about multiculturalism.
It shouldn't have come to
the politically correct, convenient
labeling of the rapidly growing
minorities in this country as "multicultural" for everyone to realize
that yes, there is more to the United
States than the WASP ruling class.
It shouldn't have come to
that WASP segment bashing
homosexuals' cars, defacing black
students' dormitory doors, and in
general behaving in an intolerable
and intolerating fashion for us as
human beings to realize that racism is indeed a problem, on this
campus as everywhere else.
"What we have here is a
failure to communicate." How true
that is! More to the point, we have
been talking too long, and acting
too late. We fail to understand
how far this stagnancy in attitude

extends, and how many people and
situations it affects.
A week ago, a person with
whom I went to grammar school
and high school was shot and killed
in my hometown. Was it a tragic
accident? Tragic, yes. He was
twenty-one and leaves behind a
wife and a baby daughter. But an
accident? No. Unfortunately, this
young man was shot during a dispute over territory in a long (too
long) drug war in the West End of
town.
I'm sure you're wondering what connection this incident
has with the oppressive racism
which is rampant across the country. The connection is this: this
young, black, and now dead man
would most likely not have been in
that situation if our society was not
a racist society.
Allow me to explain. If
our nation was a more multicultural society — and by multicultural
I mean not only acknowledging
the fact that not every American is
white, but accepting "non-Anglos"
as equals — then provisions would
be made for everyone on an equal
basis, regardless of race, creed,

gender, or sexual orientation. The
minority groups in this country are
filed under second-class status, and
as such they do not get the same
breaks as the Yuppie, seven-figure-salary class which is running
this country.
I am not excluding other
white people from this discrimination, either. One prevalent ruling
factor in this nation that does not
discriminate is poverty. So even if
that young man I spoke of above
had been white, the example would
have been no less relevant. In fact,
I could have easily come up with a
similar scenario involving a young
white man. Because two years
ago, another young man with whom
I went to grammar school was shot
and killed, in the same neighborhood, and for the same reasons.
About two hundred people
attended "Dolan
Talks Back," a
conference on
racism at Fairfield, last Thursday. During the
discussion,
many people
stood up and

Take This Course
And You'll End Up
In Court

voiced their opinions. But the
common thread which ran through
what everyone said is that we can
only talk for so long. Talking is effective in that it airs feelings and
clears up the details of the bias
attacks which have been launched
as of late.
But, as was made clear by
everyone who did talk, it is only
through action that anything is
going to get done.
As Larry Mazon of the
Office of Multicultural Relations
said during the evening, "We inherit in America a history of racism and violence." That bequeathment does not look good on a resume, but it is unfortunately written
in between the lines of every human
interaction that takes place in this
country. I don't want that donation
to show up on my will when I die.

I don't want anyone else to inherit
the hatred, intolerance, and stupidity that has been perpetuated for so
long.
The situations of the present day demand of us to do something to change them. Bigotry
must end. Discrimination must
cease. The need for the label of
"multicultural" must be alleviated.
Because hatred will only destroy
itself, and take everyone do wn with
it.
Professor Walter Petry
asked at the conference, "How
committed are-the administration,
faculty, and students to multiculturalism at Fairfield?"
And now I ask, Are we
committed? Or should we be
committed?
It shouldn't have had to
come to this.

Joe College
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The College Consortium for International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in COS programs in 1989-1990.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Spring 1992
St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

Limerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

Study for the LSAT on Campus at Fairfield
SAVE!! Kaplan and the Fairfield U. Continuing Ed Dept offer
this course at a discount.
Prepare here for the June 15 EXAM - Repeat the course FREE
anywhere in the country for the Oct. Exam.
Classes begin March 19 and end May 2
Call 1-800-735-PREP
2 STANLEY H. KAPLAN

& EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

University of Limerick
• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORING COLLEGES
St. Bonaventure University
Mohegan Community College
Dr. John McLean
Mohegan Community College
Mahan Drive

Norwich, CT 06360
(203)886-1931 Ext. 243

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,
Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.
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Around Campus
by Kevin Guterl
If every job paid the same salary, what would everyone be doing as a career?

Steve Loughman '94 - "Technically I would be a communist."

Nicole DaSilva '92 - I don't know
what everybody else would be, but
I would be a ski instructor."

Adi Sankaran '94 -" I would like
to be a game show host. They don t
do much work, but based on the
question, if I would be paid the
same as everyone else, who cares?"

.94. -j would be
j
an astronaut so could explore the
unjverse."
Karen LoCurto

Ed KohIepp

'93 - "It dosen't really
matter to me as long as I get a job
in tj,js economy."

Marketing Moon Dust Tricky for College Student
Student, NASA squabble over rights to lunar dust from Apollo 14 mission
(CPS) - A Chesapeake
College student wants to sell some
moon dust for $20,000 to finance
his education, but the government
has staked a claim to the lunar dirt.
Steven Goodman of
Dover, Delaware has a four-inch
piece of tape with brownish-gray
grit stuck to it. He and his lawyer
say it's moon dust from the U.S.
Apollo 14 moon mission.
Goodman's lawyer, O.
Keith Hallam, a private practicing
attorney from Alexandria, Virginia,
initially answered a classified ad
Goodman placed in the Washington Post.
The moon dust was given

cause it sounded "unique and interesting."
The ad read: "MOON
DUST — From Apollo 14 mission. This is the only private
ownership in the world. Best offer
over $20,000."
The ad was placed after a
friend of Goodman's suggested he
sell the moon dust to pay for college costs, Hallam said.
However, the National
Aeronautical Space Administration
says it's illegal for the moon dust
to be sold.
Gary L. Tesch, deputy
general counsel, said it is NASA's
view "that all lunar dust brought
back on the
Apollo mission is
government
property."
NASA has 840
pounds of the
lunar material
locked in vaults
at the Johnson
Don't let your girl be forgot- Space Center in
ten! Or you women of the Houston, Texas.

to Goodman by his late father,
Edward B. Goodman, who worked
at a Delaware company that produces space suits. The elder
Goodman was in charge of processing the suits after the Apollo
mission.
In 1971, Goodman ran a
piece of tape down the leg of one of
the Apollo space suits and gave it
to his 11-year-old son, Steve, who
put it in a drawer and recently
found it while going through his
personal items.
Hallam said Goodman's
classified ad ran several weeks ago
in the Post's Antiques and Collectibles section. He answered be-

LET US DRIVE CUPIDS
MESSAGE HOME.

90's, show him how much
you love him! Call today!
HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY!

florist and gardens
3611 Post Road. Southport CT 06490

"We don't really know if
we are dealing with something or
nothing," Tesch said of Goodman's
moon dust. "It may not be lunar
dust and, in which case, may be a
non-issue for us."
"If it is lunar dust, it's
possible that the amount would be
of such insignificance that it would
not be in the taxpayers' best interest (for NASA to pursue the investigation)," Tesch said.
However, "any amount is
a matter we should be concerned
about," he said. Tesch also said
that in comparison with the millions of dollars spent on the Apollo
mission, only a small amount of
lunar material was brought back to
the United States.
Hallam would not discuss
in detail any serious inquiries, but
he did say there have been some
negotiations. He also said he and
Goodman have benefited from the
publicity.
"We have received calls
from Australia, Germany, Indonesia," said Hallam. He said the calls

Correction
In the February 6 issue of The
Mirror, an error was made in
the Fairfield Face article on Patricia Jenkins. Jenkins is an
Associate Professor of English,
not an Assistant Professor.
The Mirror apologizes for any
inconvenience this misprint
may have caused.

were from media and potential
buyers. Not to mention that
Goodman's moon dust is a hot
item for discussion on television
and radio talk shows.
Goodman was a recent
guest on Larry King Live. He said
he hoped the dust could be auctioned off at a world-famous auction house and possibly bring an
even higher price tag than $20,000.
When asked if he thought
problems could arise around the
sale of the alleged moon dust,
Hallam said: "I hope not, it's very
possible. They (NASA) indicated
they would like to have it (the dust)
back."
Hallam said Goodman has
the right to sell the dust. "It's sort
of fun, interesting. He has a right
to this. We don't believe it is
government property. It was abandoned property," Hallam said.
Goodman, 31, quit work
to go to college full time. Chesapeake College is a two-year college
in Wye Mills, Maryland, with an
enrollment of about 2,300, said
Joyce Glover of the college registrar's office.
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Call
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One Full Month
Unlimited Use
"and also
available..."
haircutting & design
creative perms
hair coloring/foiling
hair removal (waxing)
european skin care
make-up
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Claire-Voyance

Students Honor U.S.'S First Black Pilot
Researchers publicize story of Bessie Coleman
(CPS) - Six students at
Miami University have launched a
nationwide campaign to publicize
the story of Bessie Coleman, the
first black to become a licensed
pilot in the U.S.
The students are distributing information packets about
Coleman, who earned her flying license in 1921, to schools, libraries
and museums throughout the country.
Their goal: to get a U.S.
postage stamp issued in her honor.
Coleman, born in Texas
in 1893, was the 12th of 13 children.
She attended flight training in France and returned to the
United States to open a flying
school to teach other blacks to fly.
A mechanical failure on
her plane caused her death during
a test flight in Florida in 1926
when she was 33.
On April 30, the anniversary of Coleman's death, black
aviators fly over the Chcago
cemetrery where she is buried and

drop flowers on her grave.
According to the students,
Coleman went to France becauase

she could not find an American
willing to teach a black woman to
fly.

Happy Valentine's Day

Night owl flutters on the brink of extinction
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
Dear Claire,
I am writing you on behalf of my housemates. We have a problem with one of our housemates which is now reaching alarming if not
dangerous proportions. To maintain his anonymity we will call him
"Peter." It has been an escalating problem that "Peter" has had since last
year. This problem if his is a complicated one, Claire, but I hope that you
can offer us some advice for we are very desperate. "Peter" has been
staying out very late on weekend nights and — this is where it gets
strange, Claire — he'll arrive home and his behavior becomes very
strange.
I must make clear to you that our whole house tends to be nigh*
owls but "Peter" is taking a few steps too far. For example, one morning
last weekend, at approximately 4:00 a.m., "Peter" was by himself,
clapping his hands and hooting at the bottom of the stairs trying to wake
up the house so we would join him in his wild romp. He tried to ride my
roommate's bicycle unsuccessfully around the living room, and when he
became too frustrated at the lack of space he broke a window. "Peter"
ambled his was upstairs and proceeded to force his way into my room
loudly, ending my slumber. He switched on the light, turned to me, and
said, "You don;t mind if I come in here, do you?" His antics continued
on further until either sanity or exhaustion took hold of him and he went
to bed himself.
Claire, how can my housemates and I convince "Peter" to come
to grips with these "episodes" so that "Peter" does not hurt himself or
someone else? How can we talk to him in a way that won't insult him
or in any way cause the episodes to become worse? Should we start to
watch his diet or contact his parents?
— Concerned at the Dew Hog

Itcanhelpyou
organize your notes,
design your party flyer,
and finish your class project
before spring break.
The new Apple* Macintosh8 Classic1 II
Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted diskscomputer makes it easier for you to juggle
allowing you to exchange information easily
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
with almost any other kind of computer:
and still find time for what makes college life
If you already own a Macintosh Classic, and
real life.
want the speed and flexibility
It's a complete and
of a Macintosh Classic II, ask us
affordable Macintosh Classic
about an upgrade—it can be
system that's ready to help you
installed in a matter of minutes
get your work finished fast.
and it's affordable.
It's a snap to set up and use.
To make more time
It has a powerful 68030 microfor your personal life, get a
processor, which means you
Macintosh Classic II for your
can run even the most
personal space. See us for a
sophisticated applications with
demonstration today, and
ease. Among its many built-in
while you're in, be sure to ask
capabilities is the internal Apple
us for details about the Apple
SuperDrive™ disk drive
Computer Loan.
that reads from
i ^ i * i- v. w. v w A w * * *
uiaireausirom
It'll be time well
andwntesto
/
%% \ % % % % % %%»/
spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For more information stop by the
Office of Academic Computer Services,
Room 236 in Bannow
or call Sheila Davis at 1-800-999-8978
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.

Dear Hogs,
Well, they say that you
are what you eat, but I really hope
this doesn't mean Peter has been
munching on Woodsy the Owl as a
late night snack. Give a hoot and
don't feed him any woodland.creatures or anything else of an aviary
nature.
You say that Peter stays
out late, but where does he go?
Does he sit in the Grape, sipping
brewskies on a stool far away from
normal, half-sane college
boozehounds, until Buddy the
bartender sends him on his merry
way? He probably craves attention. After all, if I sat in a cramped,
smoky, loud bar all night, with
nothing but a Bud tallboy to keep
me company, 1 would start hooting
and howling when I got back home,
too. Actually, my friends would
say that my behavior resembles
these zany antics already, but in
my case it's due to the mind altering drugs that I'm slowly weaning
myself off of. If Peter has experienced cold sweats, paranoia, or
mild hair loss, perhaps he does
suffer from the same addiction.
As far as breaking the
window, Peter was probably feeling claustrophobic and upset that
he couldn' t adequately act out "Pee
Wee's Big Adventure" bicycle
journey within the confines of a
Fairfield beach house. Those
townies hate us students, so I'm
sure the house you're renting is
about as spacious as the area between a Chippendale's butt cheeks.
Besides, after living in a dorm for
two or three years and having to
limit the amount of dorm damage
because of monetary restrictions,
Peter has to have an outlet. But
granted, he's being a real pane
about the whole thing.
And don't be angry at him
for wanting to crawl into bed with
you. Male bonding is nothing new
to you guys, and the trend nowadays is to show your sensitive side.
Of course, if you sleep in the nude,
you may be overexposing that
sensitive side.
Definitely leave telling
Petey's parents as a last resort.
Chances are they'll send him to a
therapist, who will just tell him the
same things I have told you. Only
he or she will charge him a few
hundred smackers for it.
— Claire
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TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY
THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL CONDEMNS ACTS OF
INTOLERANCE AND HARASSMENT DIRECTED AT
MEMBERS OF OUR COMMUNITY.
WE BELIEVE IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF EVERY
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TO EXAMINE THE QUESTION
OF HUMAN DIGNITY AND EXPLORE HOW THEY MIGHT
CONSCIOUSLY OR UNCONSCIOUSLY BE CONTRIBUTING
TO A CLIMATE OF INTOLERANCE.
IN COMING WEEKS, THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
WILL BE ADDRESSING SPECIFIC ACTIONS THAT COULD
BE TAKEN TO HEIGHTEN AWARENESS OF OUR
RESPONSIBILITIES AS MEMBERS OF THIS DIVERSE
COMMUNITY.
WE ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE YOUR
SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS
WHICH MAY BE SENT TO THE
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL,
C/O
JAMES D. FITZPATRICK, SECRETARY
OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL,
CAMPUS CENTER BOX CC.
ADOPTED FEBRUARY 7,1992
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Open Your Heart

Letters to the Editor

We love our favorite television shows. We
love our favorite worn-in pair of jeans and flannel
shirt. We love our favorite pen, which we keep even
after it runs dry.
We toss around the word love at the most insignificant times and moments and we can't seem to
form the word at the times of utmost importance.
Love is transcendent and it has the ability to
move somebody to ultimate sacrifice. Our love for
our favorite material possessions eventually runs
dry; our love for one another lasts beyond the
longest drought.
Here at Fairfield, most students form some of
their deepest attachments to the people they meet
here. Your roommate, girlfriend, boyfriend, best
friend and friends see you evolve fromanolder, at
times immature, teenager to a mature, searching
young adult.
That is Fairfield at its ideal. That ideal isn't
hard to come by, for the majority of students have
open and accepting hearts. For those that don't it is
because they haven't found the combination that will
open up their own heart, so that they can love
themselves.
,
As the poet Thomas Nelson Page wrote,
"Range all that woman, song or wine/ Can give;
wealth, power, and fame combine, - / For her I'd
gladly all resign. Take all the pearls are in the brine,/
Sift heaven for stars; earth's flowers entwine - / But
be her heart my Valentine."
As we celebrate Valentine's Day, remember
that the sentiment should go beyond the gaily colored paper and the witty or romantic verses found on
the many Valentine's messages to an intangible
quality that makes life worth living.
Also nothing beats having an excuse to be
completely gluttonous over thirty dollars worth of
chocolate. Happy Valentine's Day.

Schimpfs comments fail to reflect Mission Statement.

Editor's Note: The Cheers and Boos
columns are formed from the submissions the paper
receives either from the mail or over the phone. These
submissions are almost entirely from students. The
columns are checked over before
the paper goes to print.
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To the editor:
In an article which appeared
in the February 6 issue of
Fairpress, Mr. William Schimpf,
vice president of Student Services,
commenting on the recent racial
incidents at Fairfield University,

was quoted as follows: "This is regretful, but universities are not
leaders in our society. They're
followers."
Universities train future
leaders in our society and, as such,
have an obligation to be leaders.
Mr. Schimpfs vision of

university is, to say the least, distorted and myopic, and in no way
reflects the opinion of the Fairfield
University faculty or the Fairfield
University Mission Statement.
Marie J. Panico, Ph.D.
Modern Languages

FUSA President addresses prejudice on campus.
To the editor:
On behalf of the entire student body I would like to express
my outrage at the recent attacks
that have occurred on our campus.
I have witnessed many incidents
during my four years here at Fairfield, and none have been as heinous as the acts of degradation
toward our fellow students at Dolan
Hall.
There has been closet racism
for many years, not only on this
campus but also in our entire society. After hearing of the events of
the past weeks I have decided to
act rather than sit back and just
apologize.
Last week, I met with Bill
Schimpf, vice president of Student

Services, and discussed possible
options for the future students of
Fairfield. I have also called an
emergency meeting with the University Development Committee
Chair to come up with both long
term and short term goals to educate people about diversity and
end ignorance on this campus.
I am preparing to name an
AHANA student to the University
Council, which is an important
body in University decision making. As a member of the University Long Range Planning Committee, I am an advocate of making
Fairfield University a multicultural and diverse place— retraining
our faculty in diversity, introducing non-traditional western culture
into the core curriculum, and heav-

ier recruiting of AHANA students.
I believe we need to make
better strides in making our campus more of a community. I not
only deplore the acts of discrimination against students on the basis of race, but also on the basis of
sexual orientation. In the past, not
enough has been done to insure the
community feeling that AHANA
and Gay/Lesbian students want and
deserve.
While I personally want to
apologize to all groups that are
persecuted on this campus, I think
that good can come from these
malicious attacks if the University
community ca>> come together.
Brian Hayes
FUSA President

Professor, student respond to alleged sexual assault.
To the editor:
A few months ago, Anita
Hill told America the painful story
of her experience with Clarence
Thomas. She was courageous and
articulate. Her demeanor was professional, and the support she received from several of her colleagues was compelling.
But the Judicial Committee
cast doubts on her credibility, and
the phone lines were polluted with
such fallout as "she must have
asked for it" and "after all, she was
36 and unmarried..."
How sad that so many believed what the bastions of male
autocracy told them to. Clarence
Thomas won the highest court in
the land, and his opponent was sent
away with nary a door prize.
It's happened again, and it's
in our neighborhood now.
Michelle Napoli has taken
Attorney Hill's place, and it is not
a comfortable spot. Her letter in
the January 30 issue of The Mirror alluded to an episode of sexual
assault. When she spoke out against
it, she risked her acceptance by
To the editor:
Regarding the letter you
published in the January 30 edition
of The Mirror by a Fairfield student who.was disgusted with the
"attitude toward women at Fairfield," as displayed by "guys who
feel they can get away with anything."
Let me express my sincere
dismay with the neglect on the part
of the contributor to get to the true
heart of the matter.
I happen to know both of
the individuals involved and was
present at the party they attended.
Unfortunately, the matter delves a
little bit deeper than a mere catand-mouse game gone too far. The
young woman was not a victim of
another Fairfield student, rather a
culprit that is often to blame for
many incidents similar to this that
occur each year— alcohol abuse.
I noticed that both individuals were well within the realm of
inebriation, a state where "man-

"the group."
Perhaps she thought that her
dignity was more important.
What followed the publication of her letter was another type
of assault, one more pervasive,
more subtle, more accepted. It was
the intolerance of her classmates
as they told her that "these things
happen" and "he is really a nice
guy" and "you must be exaggerating." They refused to take her
seriously.
The occurrence and frequency of such events can make
them seem almost "acceptable."
After all, "boys will be boys."
That the tightly-knit Fairfield community has punished her
for telling her story is shameful.
Can't men and women live and
learn as equals, enriching the University with a shared vision of tolerance for all? Unless we do something to change our notions of right
and wrong, episodes of sexual violence on this campus are bound to
continue.
How ironic that Ms. Napoli's letter to the editor found
itself next to the editorial column,

a column that reminded students
of the desperate need for "empathy
and compassion" in the world that
they will soon enter.
What she experienced was
more like the nasty bit of blatant
sexism tucked away in the "Cheers"
and "Boos" column of the same
week. "Boo to women," I read,
and "cheers to men who put up
with women."
Well, boo to the author of
that column.
No act of violence should
be condoned. Rather we should
applaud anyone who acts and
speaks against any of its forms.
So, thank you, Michelle, for reminding the community that
women are not property and that
sexual assault is a crime not to be
dismissed lightly. I hope that you
will find the student support that
you deserve.
Maybe it just takes a little
time for sleepy Fairfield University to wake up.

ners and common decency" have
long been put to rest. The woman
did not shrug off or ignore the
advances of the young man, and
eventually she realized things were
going too far, and that's where the
problems began.
Obviously the young man
is at fault for drinking too much.
When I later spoke with him, he
told me that he regretted any problems, and didn't remember much
of the previous night. He also
apologized to the young woman.
Even though this still cannot be dismissed, the fact that the
woman allowed herself to become
intoxicated beyond rational thought
must also come under focus. Alcohol is not merely a means of pleasure, but also a responsibility.
Anytime a person drinks, risks are
being taken— whether driving a
car, dating, or reacting in an emergency situation.
To walk away from an incident like that and dismiss it as a
general "attitude toward wOmen at

Fairfield" not only shows a lack
of humility and responsibility,
but also an intense degree of
stereotyping, something which
has never aided people in rationally judging others, and-locally
clouds the environment here at
Fairfield.
If we as women are to ever
have unquestionable equality, then
we must be able to sort out injustice from human error and not selectively choose from responsibility and privilege.
I strongly urge all Fairfield
students who drink to take a careful look at their lives, both socially
and academically, and to judge for
themselves if alcohol interferes
with their affairs or causes problems. Alcohol often dogs not
cohere with responsibility, and it is
here that we must determine which
is more-important and whether or
not we can handle one with the
other.

Joan Fleitas
Women's Resource
Community

Mary Ann Genovese, '92

Letters to the Editor, continued on page 12
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Fairfield students, victims and
practitioners of intolerance
It's time to burst Fairfield*'s little bubble.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
The events of the past few
weeks have brought everybody at
Fairfield face to face with a not-soflattering reflection of ourselves.
Three weeks ago, two freshmen were the victims of the very
type of racial attacks which have
alienated AHANA students in the
past and have undermined efforts
to diversify Fairfield's student
body. And other students became
the most recent victims of the University's rich tradition of homophobia.
Once again last week, as the
University community denounced
these incidents and prepared for a
national teleconference and panel
discussion to address them, a second racial attack was launched
against the same two students at
Dolan Campus.
Sadly, however, these
much-publicized (and somewhat
exploited) incidents are just the
latest lowlights of what has become one of Fairfield's most disturbing problems over the past few
years— intolerance.
It's no small coincidence
that at the very time Fr. Kelley is
busy sending out letters about
"improving the quality of our edu-

cation through increased diversity," more and more students are
experiencing racial, sexual, religious, political, and practically
every other form of intolerance at
the hands of fellow students.
Let'sfaceit. It'sbadenough
that Fairfield's student body
couldn't get much more homogeneous without resorting to inbreeding. And on this score, the University's current attempts to diversify
its student body by increasing the
number of AHANA students to ten
percent is a step (albeit an unjust
one) in the right direction.
But what's a lot more troubling than the fact that the vast
majority of Fairfield students look,
talk, dress, act, and think painfully
alike, is that too many students
seem increasingly unwilling to

accept anyone who looks, talks,
dresses, acts, and (most importantly) thinks differently than they
do.
If you think Dolan has a
monopoly on intolerance, think
again. Intolerance on our campus
is like alcohol. You can find some
almost anywhere, and it has started
to impair the senses of a lot of
students.
This intolerance is represented in everything from the recent incidents at Dolan, to prank
phone calls designed to harass and
intimidate anyone who doesn't fit
the Fairdale mold, to Letters to the
Editor designed to silence anyone
with different (ie: unpopular) opinions.
It's incredibly ironic that
just as Fairfield is finally beginning to take a look at what it can do
to responsibly address diversity (a
debate which has long been put off
by institutional intolerance) many
of its students seem to be abandoning the basic principle of tolerance
by which intellectual community
must abide.
We may be learning a little
more history, math, and science
than we were just a few years ago,
as the University raises its standards and tightens its academic
belt a bit, but too many students

still don't seem to have learned
that our greatest educational opportunity does not derive from
our textbooks but from our differences.
For just as we are growing
more diverse— offering us the
unprecedented opportunity to
benefit from a wide range of cultures, lifestyles, and opinions—
we seem to be growing more and
more intolerant of the very richness offered us by this slight degree of diversity.
And as long as the majority
of students refuse to open their
minds to all of the cultures, lifestyles, and opinions that make up
our small community, we will
continue to be limited by the narrow confines of Fairfield's protective little bubble— splintered,
rather than brought together, by
our differences.
With each day, the world
outside of Fairfield revolves around
greater and greater diversity, and it
won' t wait for our attitudes to catch
up to it. And where will that leave
each of us after graduation?
In a world with which we
are completely unfamiliar and for
which we are totally unprepared—
a world in which it's not diversity,
but the type of intolerance found at
Fairfield, which isn't tolerated.

PERSPECTIVES

Why George Bush will win
New Hampshire and the White House
Nick Ritrivi
Staff Writer '
Less than a week before the New Hampshire primary, Democrats
continue to have trouble finding a strong presidential candidate.
Four years ago, Gary Hart was the early Democratic front-runner
until he met up with Donna Rice. This year, the Democrats were intent
on throwing good pi? Bill Clinton into the ring. But, as we all know,
Gennifer Flowers damaged his chances as well.
With Governor Clinton we also find another flaw in his character, pretty much downplayed by the media. In a phone conversation with
Flowers, Clinton called New York Governor Mario Cuomo "a mean son
of a bitch."
Asked if Cuomo might have mafia connections, Clinton said,
"That rumor's been in all the newspapers for years. ...Well, he acts like
one." Cuomo justifiably went after Clinton saying that if this is what Bill
thinks about Italian-Americans, then what is this guy saying about
American Jews, Poles and blacks?
Clinton never used the term mafia but he did apologize to Cuomo,
showing there was a stereotype present in his statement. This prompted
Cuomo to say, "If somebody made a mistake here and incriminated Bill
Clinton, it was Bill Clinton, not Mario Cuomo."
Give Cuomo credit for bringing this issue to a head and once again
reinforcing the fact that the Democrats have no staying power.
We liberals wonder how people like George Bush and Ronald
Reagan make it to the White House. It's because they are the best of the
worst. It seems as if the Democrats are minor league material when
compared to the Republicans. Look at the history, Dukakis, Carter,
Mondale, Muskie, Hart, T. Kennedy, pathetic.
Why not continue the tradition? Clinton felt he should. Bill did
a good job by participating in the prerequisite wife-cheating and added
a bonus, stereotyping the Italian nationality. Then, of course, there was
his convincing 60 Minutes speech, featuring his wife's emotional Stand
by Your Man citing.
The cycle was completed when Flowers came out with her everimportant press conference (book due out next fall) saying she and Bill
had a twelve-year affair. And the masquerade will continue until November 4, with the idiots waving their banners Clinton '92 and Bush for
President. Little do these people know that neither candidate is the God
or the celebrity they portray both to be.
Maybe it's time for Cuomo to throw his hat in the ring and give
the Democrats a fair chance. But then again, just like all Jews hoard
money, all blacks are crooks, all Irish are alcoholics, and all Poles are
stupid— everybody knows all Italians are in the mafia.
Especially Italian politicians, right Bill?
And so, in 1992, it continues. The fact that Clinton has a "D" in
front of his name doesn't mean that he is good, nor does the "R" in front
of Bush's name mean he is "bad." Don't be fooled, they both stink. But
Bush is the less worse of the two, leaving him in the White House until
1996.

Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer
With the New Hampshire primary just a few days away, undecided
voters are taking a good look at what the presidential hopefuls in both
parties have to offer. A growing number are concluding that despite the
current economic downturn, George Bush is still the best candidate.
George Bush has outlined a growth package which contains a
number of programs that will promote long term economic progress and
stability and that are the center of his campaign in New Hampshire.
For the most part, the Bush plan avoids quick fixes or gimmicks
that are usually only helped in the short term. What the Bush plan does
offer is a number of incentives designed to stimulate investment,
savings, and product research. It also proposes new domestic policies
that extend unemployment benefits, make health insurance more affordable and raise tax exemptions for families with children.
George Bush's opponent on the Republican side, Pat Buchanan,
portrays himself as the only true conservative running for president.
Buchanan may be having a good time traveling through New Hampshire
bashing President Bush, but he has not outlined an agenda of any real
substance. His campaign promises mostly revolve around cutting taxes
and "putting America first." But what he hasn't done is explain how the
government will compensate for the lost revenue caused by his tax cuts.
Unlike Buchanan's proposals, George Bush's economic strategy
resists large tax cuts. Most indicators show that the lower interest rates
instituted by the Federal Reserve should be enough to pull the economy
out of recession. Tax cuts are probably not needed to stimulate the
economy and could end up causing more deficit spending.
Another problem with Pat Buchanan is that his isolationist and
protectionist policies are outdated ideals in today's global economy.
Ignoring the trade deficit is not going to make it disappear and putting up
trade barriers will only reduce living standards at home.
Political analysts agree that because of the economy, a good
Democratic candidate could give the president a serious run for his
money. But many are finding it hard to take the Democratic field of
widely unknown and largely uninspiring candidates seriously.
With the exception of Paul Tsongas, no Democrat has come close
to developing any kind of solid economic plan. Most of their rhetoric is
merely repetitions of the outdated big government, anti-business message which has not worked for the Democrats in decades.
Tsongas is the only Democrat who has thoroughly outlined his
economic agenda. One of his top priorities is building industry capital.
And, like Bush, Tsongas also rules out any major tax cuts. His issue
oriented campaign is winning the hearts of many New Hampshire
Democrats, but he is unknown outside of New England and his opponents will easily stereotype him as another liberal from the northeast.
Despite the economic hardship the United States has suffered
through over the past years, George Bush is still the best qualified to lead
this nation into the future. Voters in New Hampshire will likely confirm
this belief in next Tuesday's primary.

SENDING
BIAS THE
WRONG
MESSAGE
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer
Recent events on campus
have sure given everyone something to talk about, and they have
given The Mirror news staff
something to write about.
Repeated racial attacks
against students, attacks against
homosexuals and a Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Teleconference on
campus. What is Fairfield coming
to? Sounds more interesting than a
Sally Jesse Raphael show. Must
be sweeps week at Fairfield.
Reading Letters to the Editor from recent issues of The Mirror, it would seem everyone is
trying to make political hay out of
current events. From the pulpit to
IRHG, to letters in mailboxes, they
make us feel good but do little
more than inform us of who are the
latest to jump on the bandwagon of
these "dehumanizing acts."
This certainly wasn't news
to me. The letters sent to all of us
sounded more like they were sent
by politicians trying to curry favor
with minority factions on campus
rather than by administrators trying
to sincerely address an issue.
Maybe they really are politicians.
Too bad we don't get to vote. .
But to its credit, the administration has shown that at least one
of its members can do more then
have his secretary type and mail a
letter to students. Last Thursday,
Fr. Kelley finally came out of the
closet—the townhouse, actually—
and attended an informal discussion at Dolan which focused on
racial and sexual diversity.
Yet there are others on
campus who feel that the University is still not doing enough to
resolve the recent incidents at
Dolan, as if Fr O'Neil, Dean of
Students, is rearranging the paperweights on his desk rather then
apprehending the culprit.
But this is not an episode of
Columbo. Crimes are not committed, solved and criminals caught in
an hour (commercials included).
Rather this type of crime is one that
takes time and effort to solve. It
may never be solved.
Affirmative action may
provide swift action in getting a
job, but it does little in the way of
getting justice.
Everyone realizes that the
recent attacks were dehumanizing,
and that the individual or individuals involved are cowards. However, to start a witch hunt in the
hope of nailing someone is wrong,
and only compounds the problem.
While we all wait for the
University to change its alleged
evil ways and to integrate Fairfield's curriculum, faculty and
administration, we must deal with
the current circumstances. The
best policy— though certainly not
the most popular one— is to stop
attacks against all students regardless of color, or sexual orientation,
and to nip such attacks in the bud
when they occur as often possible.
The hardest thing to do is to
ignore these incidents, since attention to their actions is exactly what
cowards want.
Only when the administration makes it clear what the penalties are for such actions, regardless
of whom they are against, and when
the rest of us make an effort to bite
our tongues and not give such
crimes the time of day (let alone
waste our breathe and paper on
them) will this problem go away.
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Students call for end to apathetic attitudes on campus.
tians or even civilized human
beings, there is no need for such
What is going on? Racial behavior. How in good conscience
attacks, gay-bashing, and fights do you persecute another person
galore are no way for supposedly for a difference in color, sexual
educated and correctly socialized persuasion or opinion? What has
individuals to act. Where did the happened is wrong and whoever is
intolerable hatred of your fellow responsible should be dealt with
man come from? If we are not properly.
Our next question is to all
mistaken this school is over ninety
percent Christian, and the basic who were not responsible, where
creed of Christianity is Love thy were you last Thursday night? Of
neighbor as thyself for the love of course, some people were at the
forum in the afternoon, but this
God.
Everyone has forgotten this does not account for the rest of the
people missing. Only two hundred
idea somewhere down the line.
If you call yourselves Chris- people attended the meeting in
To the editor:

Dolan that accounts for a pithy
fraction of this University's student body.
Apathetic attitudes do not
help anyone. This is an issue that
is too important to just ignore. You
can spare an hour or two a week. If
you don't think so, take a look at
the amount of time you spend
partying. If you still don't think so,
we suggest you take a long hard
look at your priorities and values.
Meg Baxter '92, Kimberly
DiMeola '92, Susan Duff '92,
Aimee Gamier '92, Samantha
Mele '92, Susan Pesanelli '92

Student defends Quick Center, clarifies ticket policy.
To the editor:
Since its opening, the Quick
Center has been the target of more
criticism than praise. Many have
complained that the Center is not
for the students, that ticket policies
are confusing, and that few of the
shows are geared toward the student body.
The most recent step toward
more student-oriented programming was taken two weeks ago,
when a group called The Soft Parade, a Doors cover band, played
at the Quick. Granted, not everyone likes The Doors, myself included, but it was worth the five
bucks just to see if the lead singer

resembled Jim Morrison (he did).
Obviously, a Doors cover
band was not booked for the outside community. It was a program
directed toward the student body.
Again, there was that ever-present
student apathy.
Don't get me wrong, the
concert was well attended and there
was some support from our students. But if all those who complain about the Quick Center had
attended, it would have been sold
out.
There has apparently been
some confusion about the Quick
Center student ticket policy. Let
me clear it up once and for all.
Tickets for Fairfield University

students are half-price, that is $9,
$7.50, and $6 in advance for any
show.
On the day of the performance, all remaining tickets are
available to the students at $5 from
11a.m. to 5 p.m. Students may
purchase two $5 (rush) tickets with
a valid Fairfield I.D. That'scheaper
than a movie and you would be
attending a live performance.
Take the time some night to
attend a performance that piques
your interest. Five dollars is not
that much. If everyone gives the
Quick Center a chance, it just may
work.
Suzanne M. Campana, '92

Activist urges restored funding for AIDS research.
To the editor:
The Bush Administration's
proposal to spend 873 million
dollars on AIDS research for fiscal
year 1993 represents a decrease in
spending when adjusted for inflation and falls far short of the 1,329
billion dollars originally requested
by Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of
AIDS research activities for the
National Institutes of Health.
Lack of funding would seriously damage virtually every aspect of AIDS research, including
drug and vaccine development,
therapy, new diagnostic breakthroughs, immunology, and virology.

Dr. Robert T. Schooley, an
AIDS researcher who heads the
infectious diseases division of the
University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center said, "We have
much more in the way of leads that
we ought to be following than we
did four or five years ago. Now is
not the time to be cutting back on
the effort."
Schooley predicted that the
vaccine program would be especially hard hit. "Vaccine research
has to be staged when the science
is ready and now the science is
ready and the funds aren't there,"
he said.
Dr. Thomas C. Merigan,
director of the center for AIDS

research at Stanford University
said, "We have many new drugs in
the pipeline, and we're clearly not
going to be able to test them as
quickly as possible."
Please write and call your
Congressperson and Senators to
restore funds for AIDS research at
this crucial juncture to the 1,329
billion dollar level originally requested by Dr. Fauci.
Their names, addresses, and
telephone numbers can be found in
the blue pages of your telephone
book or may be obtained from your
local library.
Jim Senyszyn
Naugatuck, CT

Quoted This Week

The Fairfield Mirror

Racism: It's not
the only form of
prejudice
at Fairfield
Niall McArdle
Staff Writer
"When you put sex into it, people go crazy," remarked one of
the panelists in last week's nationwide teleconference on the problems facing gay, lesbian, and bisexual students on American college
campuses.
Homophobia, it seems, is based purely on an attention to the
sexual aspect of a person, rather than treating them as a whole human
being. This backs to the wall mentality runs rampant on campuses
across the country, including Fairfield.
The recent racial attacks at Dolan Campus are extreme examples of a persistent and generalized prejudice against all minorities among the student body, homosexuals included.
It is for this reason that gay students Rick Gordone and Paul
Marcarelli want the administration to ensure that Fairfield is an environment in which it is safe for homosexuals to "come out" without fear of attack— both verbal (like Marcarelli being called a
"faggot," by a Peer Counselor no less) and physical (like last year's
assault of a gay student outside of his own room).
On the same night that an enlightened and educated Fairfield
hero scrawled "nigger" on a the door of two freshman students,
Gordone and Marcarelli also filed a report of vandalism to their cars.
Why did William Schimpf s letter to students seem to respond to one
issue of prejudice but not another?
"We went to Mr. Schimpf to discuss the fact that these issues
had been reported the same evening that the racist issues had been,"
Gordone explained. "He said the letter was not to address specifically the issue, as much as to use that one issue as an example, an
impetus to get into the discussion about the Mission Statement and
that all such acts are intolerable."
"For that reason," he continued, "the letter, by intention, was
to umbrella over all incidents of hate— racist, homophobic, sexist."
Fine. But most students would see it as relating purely to the
racial attack. In his letter, Schimpf invoked the Mission Statement.
Gordone and Marcarelli want that same statement to be made more
explicitly with regard to all prejudicial acts. Fairfield should be
committed to equality on campus regardless of race, creed, color,
gender, or sexual preference.
Gordone and Marcarelli were very adamant in pointing out
that they are not attempting to ride on the publicity of one biased act.
Homophobia is nothing new at Fairfield, as the disgraceful display
of students protesting against the formation of a Gay-Straight
Coalition in 1989 by chanting "Stags, not fags" outside of Canisius
exemplifies.
The only way to avoid such shameful incidents in the future is
to ensure that the administration creates an awareness on campus.
That means an increase in the multicultural activities to include the
needs of homosexuals at Fairfield.
Marcarelli explained what was needed. "What we're urging
the administration to do is to establish a permanent position for
someone who is trained specifically for gay, lesbian, and bisexual
issues. This person would be an open and accessible resource to
anyone who might be confused, or who might be adapted to what
they have become and who they understand themselves to be."
"Or any straight person with questions," added Gordone.
They also want the library's resources revised to remove literature which discusses the "disorder of homosexuality."
The administration has responded to some extent, and the
problem is now at a discussion level, with some faculty support. But
with only three students "out" on campus, and with no student
organization, others who wish to "come out" obviously face a huge
problem. The burden is one shared by the administration, the
student body, and principally the faculty.
As seniors, Gordone and Marcarelli point out, "We're gone in
two months, but the administration is here for good."

"Racial intolerance has been more of a problem in recent years. Cross burnings are coming back. The
Ku Klux Klan is making a resurgence. We're disappointed it came to Fairfield."
-William Schimpf, vice president of Student Services, quoted in the February 6 issue o/Fairpress
on the recent racial incidents at Dolan.
"Fairfield is about as ethnically diverse as a KKK meeting."
-a student, in the wake of the University's most recent wave of bias.
"Okay. We won't do any of the -anus plays."
-Reed Martin, of the Reduced Shakespeare Company, on performing the tragedy Coriolanus as
part of the RSC's performance last Saturday night in the Quick Center.
"I want to push him all the way out of office."
-Pat Buchanan, Republican presidential candidate, asked if his campaign is designed to push
George Bush further to the right.
Ifyou have an interesting quote, send it, along with the context in which it was said, to The Mirror
at Box AA, or drop it by our office on Gonzaga ground.
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Valentine's Fare for Quick Welcomes Ex-Journey
Lovers & Haters Drummer's Band With Open Arms
The Fairfield Mirror

Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Some say love it is a river
that flows out to the sea. Some say
love it is like the Manson family
and will impale you on a rusty
meathook. The difference in opinion is natural: Valentine's day has
always been the litmus test for dividing the romantics from the
cynics. So I wasn't sure which
way to go in recommending the top 10 Valentine's Day movies for
you. I decided to split my one list into two: to offer the 5 best movies
for those of you who aren't in a relationship right now, or wish you
were, or wish you weren't, or wish the one you were in was going a little
better. And also to offer the 5 best for the one or two or you out there
who don't fall into that first group.
The Five Best Movies for Valentine's Day Lovebirds:
1. (Tie) Annie Hall and Manhattan - Spend your Valentine's
day with a Woody - Woody Allen, that is. What could be more
romantic than this double feature: Woody's drop-dead hilarious and
heartbreaking Best Picture winner Annie Hall, and Manhattan, his
warm, witty look at New York romance, shot in breathtaking black and
white, and orchestrated to the lush melodies of George Gershwin. No
one knows the droll ironies and sweet victories of love like Woody, and
no one plays the ditzy, endearing heroine better than Diane Keaton.
Most romantic line: in Manhattan, Woody tells Mariel Hemingway
on a slow buggy ride through Central Park; "You know what you are?
You're God's answer to Job. God would've said, 'Yeah, I can do a lot
of horrible, terrible things, but I can also make,' (points to her) 'one of
these'. And Job would've said, 'Eh, okay, you win." 'Nuff said.
2. Casablanca - What can I say about Casablanca that hasn't
been said already? It's got Bogie, Bergman, "As Time Goes By," the
often-imitated, never-duplicated climax at the airport, Rick telling Ilsa
"We'll always have Paris." Those who have seen it before might be
surprised to remember the extent of Rick's cruelty to Ilsa, those who
have never seen it are in for the perfect Valentine. Casablanca reminds
us that sometimes the noblest thing you can do for love is to let go.
3. Anything with Audrey Hepburn - The lady's got class.
Men love her for her timeless beauty and grace. Women love her
because she proved they didn't need Marilyn Monroe's body for men
to adore them. She's got a face that would make the Terminator swoon,
and you can catch her in a handful of herbest. There's My Fair Lady,
with the magical Lerner-Loewe score. There's Robin and Marian,
with Audrey and Sean Connery in a blissful take on Robin Hood. Or
Roman Holiday, her Academy-Award winning debut performance.
Or Breakfast at Tiffany's, where she looks so lovely at the end, crying
softly in the rain with her cat in her arms, that it's possible to forgive
the movie for changing the ending of Truman Capote's novella. It
doesn't matter which you choose, folks - you can't go wrong.
4. The Apartment - Jack Lemmon stars as upwardly mobile
business executive C.C Baxter, who scores brownie points by renting
out his bachelor pad to the philandering higher-ups in the company.
C.C. doesn't mind loaning the place out to his big boss, until he finds
out that the Big Bopper is having trysts there with the elevator girl
(Shirley Maclaine) that C.C. himself loves! Co-screenwriters Billy
Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond proved themselves two of the all-time
greats with this comic jewel that went on to net the 1961 Oscar for Best
Picture. Few flicks peer as keenly into the stirrings of the human heart.
5. Jules and Jim - Attention, guys: she'll think you're suave
and sophisticated if you throw this 1961 Francois Truffaut masterwork
in with some flowers and a sappy Hallmark card. Then you can sit next
to her and pretend the movie doesn't break your heart. Truffaut's film
is full of moments that become memories even as they are still
transpiring. Who could forget the scene where Truffaut captures the
moods of Jeanne Moreau in a series of freeze-frames until we too fall
in love with her? Or the one when Jules and Catherine sob over their
mutual, impossible love? It's been called "the most beautiful movie
ever made," and more importantly, you're sure to get a little nookie out
of it.
And now...
The Five Best Movies for People So Disgusted With and
Generally Disdainful About Love That They Make They Grinch
Look Sentimental:
1. Jaws - Great white sharks are really cool. Really, really cool.
Part of the reason is because they're crazy. Because no one can figure
out a way to keep a great white alive in captivity, they remain, in many
ways, a mystery to us. Recent NOVA documentaries on public TV
might have been called: "Sharks: Boy Are They Nuts!" and "Sharks:
They're The Awsomest!" Taking this into consideration, what better
way to expel Valentine's angst than by watching a huge shark chow on
defenseless bathers? The best monster movie ever made has lots of fish
guts, Robert Shaw as the grizzly Quint - and not a hint of romance!

(continued on p. 15)

PR - What happens when
you cross members of superstar
groups Journey, Santana and the
Chick Corea Elektric Band? The
answer is Vital Information - an
extraordinary combination ofjazz,
fusion, R&B and world beat music
that has been heralded by fans and
critics alike. Vital Information
will perform at Fairfield University's Regina A. Quick Center on
Sunday, February 23 at 8 p.m.
Formed in 1983, Vital Information offers a unique journey
to the frontline of jazz.
Members Steve Smith, Tom
Coster, Frank Gambale and Jeff
Andrews each bring a definitive
style and approach, along with a
trunk-full of musical interests, to
the group.
"Journey is definitely the
thing that gets me on the map and
noticed," said drummer Steve
Smith, who held the drum chair in
the powerhouse rock band for seven
years. "But as far as my personality, it's only a piece of it. Vital
Information is my vehicle for selfexpression and completes the
whole picture."
Smith is known as one of
today's most versatile drummers he has been voted "number one allaround drummer" in the Modern
Drummer Readers' Poll for five
years in a row (1987-1991). A
graduate of Berkley School of
Music, he picked up his first significant road experience playing
jazz-rock fusion with violinist JeanLuc Ponty.
Smith locks in particularly
well with former Santana keyboardist Tom Coster. Coster has recorded numerous critically acclaimed solo albums, including
"Ivory Expedition" and "Didjah

Miss Me."
Their interplay
together on the
lush Sammy
Cahn ballad "I
Should Care"
is reminiscent
of the great
Bill Evans
trios.
Or for a
more modern
example,
Steve points to
the Keith Jarrett trio with
bassist Gary
Peacock and
drummer Jack
DeJohnette.
On the
other end of
the dynamic
spectrum.
Smith promises to whip up
some double
bass drum fury
on "Looks
Bad, Feels
Good," which
also features
Frank Gam- Drummer Steve Smith of Vital Infromation
photo: PR
bale.
A former member of the sessions drummer. I play jazz but
Chick Corea Elektric Band, Gam- I'm not strictly a jazz drummer. I
bale has worked with masters of play rock but that's not all I do. I
the jazz world, including Jean-Luc feel like I have a gift for underPonty, Vox Humana and Bunny standing what is the basic thing
Brunei. Smith will also get to that the music is trying to commuflaunt some slick drumming prow- nicate. And once I understand
ess on the Latin-fusion of "The that, I can get down to business."
Perfect Date" and the reggae
Single tickets are available
for Vital Information for $ 12 and
groove of "Johnny Cat."
"I occupy a pretty unique $8.
For more information conspace in the drum world," noted
Smith, "but it's hard to really clas- tact the Quick Center Box Office
sify. I do sessions but I'm not a 254-4010.

Slowhand Scores Again With
Soulful "Rush" Soundtrack
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
Several months ago, I reviewed the album 24 Nights by
Eric Clapton. The conclusion that
I arrived at by the end of the album
was that 24 Nights was one of the
best examples of a live performance ever recorded.
Reading that particular review, you might have said, "Fine,
Clapton has played with people
like Bob Dylan, George Harrison,
and Phil Collins - not to mention
his own projects: The Yardbirds,
Cream and Blind Faith - of course
he's great live." However, after
just three and a half months since
his fabulous live recording, Clapton is at it again; this time showing
the world what a true soundtrack
should sound like.
The producers of the movie
Rush already had their film, but
they needed a score that would fit
the harsh tone of the movie. Eric
Clapton was called in to write such
a score. The result was an entire
soundtrack. All of the tracks on
the Rush soundtrack were written,
orchestrated and performed by
Clapton.
Seven of the ten tracks are
instrumental and are very carefully
orchestrated (and titled) to fit
scenes from the movie. The first
track, entitled "New Recruit," is
an extremely short piece, but it
packs in excellent and emotional

The first of three songs with
vocals is "Help Me Up" which is
an upbeat track that uses a horn
section for added depth and color.
The best song found on the soundtrack is "Tears in Heaven," which
has been released as a single. This
song is an acoustical ballad that is
powerful because of Clapton's
tearful (though recognizable) vocals.
On The Soundtrack for the
Movie "Rush" Clapton sets moods
very well, and even though I have
yet to see the film, I have a sense of
what will occur. All of the tracks
are powerful, leaving Clapton with
another masterpiece on his hands:
the epitome of soundtrack recording.

guitar playing. Staying with the
slow moving format is "Tracks
and Lines," which is a walking
blues tune that seems to follow the
drug lines on an addict's arm.
The next two tracks, "Realization" and "Karen and Jim,"
show Clapton's knack for mood
setting within a song. Neither song
has vocals but the orchestration is
- 4 1/2 stars perfect. On "Karen and Jim," a
N
delicate guitar line is accompanied /by upper octave piano playing and
the jazz like coloring of cymbals.
Neil Young at the
The track "Cold Turkey" is
'
Beacon
Theater
on Feb. 13
a dark, moody look into an addict' s
Peter
Frampton
at the
mind. By using a slow, almost
Ritz in NYC on Feb. 19 and at
held back style, Clapton shows the
Toad's Place in New Haven on
forced approach to quitting drugs
Feb. 23
that Cold Turkey is. Clapton, who
Lenny
Kravitz at the
has had experiences with drug use,
Paramount
on
Feb. 19
puts a lot of himself into this track.
Dire Stratits at MSG on
The last instrumental track
is "Will Gaines." The song fea- Feb. 26 and at Nassau Colliseum
on Feb. 28
tures a militaristic snare drum beat
Rush
at the New Haven
and a heart-beat like bass line that
Colliseum
on Feb. 19
give the listener a sense of breathtaking anticipation.
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Douglas and Griffith Can't
Ignite Silly "Shining Through"
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
In a time when the country
is entangled within a web of severe
economic problems, I can't think
of a more uplifting way to alleviate
my worries than to go see a movie
rehashing all of the violence and
terror of World War II. I am kidding, of course, but it appears that
the people of Hollywood are just
going to keep making movies on
this topic over and over again until
absolutely nobody can stand it
anymore.
David Seltzer's Shining
Through is the latest entry into
this endless saga of depressing
films. To its credit, it is often a
well-made thriller with good performances, but it is filled with so
many familiar cliches from other
war movies that nothing in it seems
new. It is like eating the same meal
every night, only washing it down
with a different beverage each time.
The two protagonists of
Shining Through are actually
pretty interesting people. Melanie
Griffith is exceptional as Linda
Voss, a secretary who takes a job
with government agent Ed Leland,
played by Michael Douglas. They
eventually fall in love, and the
scenes involving their romance are
among the best in the film. Their
exchanges of dialogue are both
witty and touching, making the
couple seem like a perfect match. I
would not have minded simply
watching a film based solely on
their relationship, but, unfortunately, their little fling only constitutes about twenty of the film's
140 minutes.
As the war progresses, Ed is
forced into taking a job with the

Overseas Secret Service. Linda,
much to Ed's dismay, is assigned
to work as an American spy. Her
objective is to go to German-infested Berlin for the purpose of
discovering where and how the
Nazi's are building a new form of
bomb which can fly by itself.
While on the mission, Linda
learns that her cousins are hiding
in a Berlin cellar, and she becomes
obsessed with finding them. In the
meantime, she is take in by a German officer who hires her to look
after his children. He thinks that
Linda is a German butcher's wife
(whom she is masquerading as),
and that no danger could possibly
be involved in opening his home to
her.
Naturally, the Germans do
eventually discover Linda's true
identity, and this leads to the some
taut chase scenes. What is so irritating about Shining Through is
its one fatal flaw: Linda (Griffith
with about five layers of make-up
on her face to make her look old) is
actually the one narrating these
events some thirty years or so after
they happened.
Therefore, despite the tension created while she is fleeing
from the Germans, we know she

has to survive. If she is telling the
story to some BBC reporters over
the course of the entire film, then
she is obviously going to survive.
So why should we worry about
her?
Another problem is that this
is a film badly in need of editing. It
could have told its story just as
efficiently in less than two hours.
Instead, it goes on and on showing
us depressing and unnecessary
scenes of the Nazis chastising the
Jews. Everyone knows how horribly the Jewish people were treated
by the Germans. Why do we have
to keep seeing it over and over
again?
Some of the best movies
made about World War II (such as
The Longest Day) depicted the
Americans and the Germans to be
of equal, cunning intelligence. In
Shining Through, however, the
Germans are portrayed as being so
extraordinarily dumb that it is a
wonder how they ever became a
powerful and threatening force. It
is obvious that Linda is a spy from
the very beginning. Shecan'teven
speak German that well, so how
could she be from Germany? I
find it stunning that it takes the
Nazis over three quarters of the
film to finally realize she is an
American imposter.
I am making Shining
Through sound like a bad film. It
is not. It is okay, but if you want
to watch a movie on World War II,
you should simply rent one at the
video store. I'm sure it will contain a similar plot and almost identical characters, and you would
only be paying about 99 cents as
opposed to seven dollars. Better
yet, go out and read The Diary of
Anne Frank, which is what this
film tries in vain to resemble.

Fairfield Celebrates The Fab
Four With "Beatlemania"
PR - What was it like to see
the Beatles live in concert? Now,
with Beatlemania, fans can find
out. Beatlemania will recreate the
excitement and magic of the
Beatles at Fairfield University's
Regina A. Quick Center on Wednesday, February 19, at 8 p.m.
Beatlemania recaptures the
halcyon days of the sixties when
rock and roll music changed the
world. The group emits all the
energy, wit and brilliance of the
original Fab Four performing 29
of their all-time greatest hits with
notapetracksorlip-synching. With
the release of the "Revolver" album in the late '60's, the Beatles
stopped performing live concerts
so the Fairfield concert will be the
first time many of these tracks have
been performed live.
The brain child of Steven
Leber and David Krebs, Beatlemania made its debut on Broadway in 1977. An instant success,
the show went on to sell-out countless performances and toured to
worldwide critical acclaim.
The performance on February 19 will bring together two
members of the original Broadway
production, Mitch Weissman, who
is a dead-ringer for singer Paul
McCartney, and Leslie Fradkin
who doubles for guitarist George
Harrison. Louis Colucci as Ringo
and Carlo Cantemessa as Lennon
round out the cast.
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Silly Shakespeare Co.:
No Holds Bard Fun
Maggie Hart
Staff Writer

The Quick Center rang with laughter last Saturday night as the
Reduced Shakespeare Company brought Shakespeare's drama into
modern times with a wacky twist. The sold-out audience laughed
uproariously at the company's extremely original and condensed versions of all of Shakespeare's works.
Screaming, running around the stage and jumping up and down,
the Reduced Shakespeare Company infused Shakespeare with an electric vitality. The RSC's version of Romeo and Juliet left the audience
speechless with laughter. Ribald jokes and slapstick humor were
interwoven with the familiar text, catching the audience off guard.
But the RSC doesn't stop to let you catch your breath. After
Romeo and Juliet, they leap (literally!) into a hilarious rap song version
of Othello, a cooking show starring the characters of Titus Andronicus
and a football game that illustrates the plots of history plays by using
the English crown as the football.
However, the highlight of the show was definitely the RSC's
version of Hamlet. After one performer refused to play his part, the
RSC recruited a woman from the audience to play Hamlet's girlfriend
Ophelia. When the woman's scream wasn't emotional enough for the
RSC, they divided the audience into the different parts of Ophelia's
confused psyche to help the woman get into character.
Each section had a certain comment to scream to Ophelia, such
as, "Get thee to a nunnery," "Maybe, maybe not," or "Cut the crap,
Hamlet, my biological clock is ticking and I want babies now!" The
RSC conducted a screaming chorus to get Ophelia in to the mood,
creating the funniest spectacle I've ever seen. Imagine an audience
filled with Jesuits, professors, wealthy patrons and students, all shouting, "Cut the crap, Hamlet-" in unison. It was hysterically funny.
The Reduced Shakespeare Company is made up of three
talented young performers with extremely diverse backgrounds. Jess
Borgeson, who holds an English degree from U.C. Berkeley, dreams
of a day when the complete works of Shakespeare will appear in every
motel room.
Adam Long, who plays almost all the female characters in.the
show, seems to believe that Shakespeare's heroines scream, wink
suggestively and vomit on the audience constantly.
Reed Martin, an ex-Ringling Brothers clown, uses his talents as
fire-swallower and accordion-player to get through a bad moment in
the show. Together, these three performers light up the stage - their
creative talent, love of Shakespeare and zany sense of humor combine
to produce a show that shouldn't be missed.

Don't forget to come out and support Fairfield's own Shakespeares
tonight at the premiere of this
year's student productions. Three
student written and directed plays
will be presented by FAIDRA and
the Fine Arts Department on Feb.
13-15 and 20-23 in the "Black Box"
Theater at the Quick. Showtime is
8pm. Admission is $8. Student tickets are only $3!

rock group precisely like the
Beatles, their music was tremendous."
Among the old favorites
Fradkin and company will perform
are "Help," "Yesterday," "Eleanor
Rigby," "Day Tripper," "Penny
Lane," and "Let It Be" which was
the last song the Beatles released
before announcing their break-up.
Elaborate
costume changes
&
will reflect every
.#
.A
period of the
Beatles' career,
#
&
&
and the group folrf"
lows the mop tops
as they trade in the
tt
tailored suits of
their 1964 televi^
sion debut on Ed
26 SHERMAN COURT
Sullivan for the
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
flamboyant look
of "Sergeant Pepper" and "Abbey
Road."
Tickets are
available
for
Qot the HomevJorkjBlues??
Beatlemania for
$18,$15,and$12.
9{g need, to fret now that
Special discounts
are available for
255-2292
students, senior
citizens
and
groups of 25 or
has $1 off on your purchase
more.
(with this ad)
For more
information conDRIVERS NEEDED 5 -10 pm
tact 254-4010.

259-1649

"When I answered an ad in
the Village Voice looking for Beatle
look-alikes, I had no idea what I
was getting involved in," remembers Fradkin. "I thought they were
just looking for actors to star in a
commercial."
What he ended up being
involved in was six months of sellout performances and a hit album.
Not bad for a blind audition.
Fradkin, whose favorite
Beatles' song is "Strawberry
Fields," says that he is very excited
to be recreating the role of Harr:
son for the upcoming com
"Many performers never char,
from one end of their careers to the
other, but the Beatles changed 180
degrees from album to album.
They were trend setters,
always one step ahead of everyone
else, and they served as the voice
of an entire generation. There never
has been and never will be another

Qp,«

9

.«?

sT &
0>

■a.0?

cr &

$14.99

* with F.U.
Student ID

WeCcome!
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Talented Brothers Jerry and
Valentine's Flicks
Orin Grossman Unite for Recital
(continued from p. 13)

PR - Cellist Jerry Grossman joins his brother, pianist Orin
Grossman, for a joint recital at the
Quick Center for the Arts at Fairfield University on Sunday, February 23rd at 3:00 p.m. The concert includes the Cello Sonata in A
by Ludwig van Beethoven, and the
Cello Sonata by Claude Debussy,
as wel 1 as Johann Sebastian Bach' s
Suite for Solo Cello #3, and Piano
Selections from Iberia, by Isaac
Albeniz.
Jerry Grossman, Principal
Cellist of the acclaimed Metropolitan Opera Orchestra since
1986, has appeared in recital with
symphony orchestras and chamber ensembles throughout the
United States. He gave his successful New York debut in 1979 at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
The following year he gave the
American premiere of Kurt Weill's
1920 Cello Sonata.
A long association with the
Marlboro Music Festival, including numerous Music from
Marlboro tours and recordings,
figures prominently in Mr. Grossman's chamber music experience.
He has appeared as a guest artist
with the Guarneri, Vermeer, and
Emerson String Quartets.
Jerry Grossman has recently
won acclaim for his performances
of the majestic Bach Suites for
Solo Cello, one of which he will
perform on Sunday's program.
New York Magazine wrote, "One
constantly felt the presence of a
musician who treasures these
works, understands their secrets,
and communicates them with disarming honesty and expressive
warmth." And the New YorkTimes
commented, "A consistently compelling
and
imaginative
interpreter...it is hard to imagine a
more satisfying evening."
Well-known to area music

2. Kentucky Fried Movie - Before the ZAZ boys (David
Zucker, Jim Abrahams and Jerry Zucker) made Airplane!, Top Secret! and The Naked Gun, they revealed their genius to the world
with 1977's Kentucky Fried Movie. It's a zany ragtag romp of
sketches that lampoon TV, movies and just about everything else - and
it's the only movie ever made that might be considered (maybe)
funnier than Airplane! Watching KFM is like watching five Marx
Brothers movies simultaneously; the jokes never stop. The karate
parody (it's called "A Fistful of Yen") that comes mid-movie is the
funniest fifteen minutes ever captured on film; the phony coming
attractions are the stuff of legend. Most classic line: During the
preview for the softporn exploitation flick Catholic High School
Girls In Trouble, a voice-over boasts: "Never before has the beauty
of the sexual act been so crassly exploited."
3. Cyborg - Jean Claude Van-Damme kills more people in the
first ten minutes of Cyborg than Stalin did in ten years. There's no
love story here - just "The Muscles from Brussles" dropkicking the
bejesus out of everybody he sees. When you watch big Jean Claude
escape crucifixion by using his broken ankle to chop down the tree he
is nailed to, you'll be sure to forget what's-her-name or what's-hisname.

Cellist Jerry Grossman will join his brother, pianist Orin Grossman for a February recital.
photo: PR
lovers, Orin Grossman has been
winning acclaim for his innovative
programming and performance,
combining classical, jazz in popular music in exciting new ways.
Famed Gershwin scholar Robert
Kimball called his Gershwin performances "crisp, fluent, richly
contrasted - a model of excellence."
Noted jazz scholar and performer
Gary Giddens wrote in the Village
Voice, "The need for a new kind of
recitalist has long been evident.
He appeared in the person of Orin
Grossman - his playing was enlightening and cogent." Orin
Grossman is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Fine
Arts at Fairfield University.
The Grossman brothers
were born and raised in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where they
began their instrumental and the-

ory instruction at the Longy School
of Music. In March, the brothers
will return on the prestigious alumnae concert series there. Sunday,
afternoon's concert marks the first
joint recital of Orin and Jerry
Grossman in Fairfield County since
1982.
This concert is presented by
the Round Hill Chamber Players,
the chamber music company of
which Orin Grossman is Artistic
Director. Ticket
prices are $15,
$12, and $10 with
Senior Citizen and
Student discounts.
For further
information or
reservations, call
254-4010.

4. Young Frankenstein - Mel Brooks and Gene Wilder outdid
themselves with the screenplay to this sidesplitting monster movie
parody. Wider gives the performance of a lifetime as the alternately
sedate and maniacal Dr. Frankenstein (pronounced, he insists, Frahnken-shteen), who resumes the ghoulish experiment that his grandfather started. Wilder is joined by the dream cast of Madeline Kahn, Teri
Garr, Marty Feldman (as Igor) and Kenneth Mars. Warning: Since
every scene in Young Frankenstein is a classic, you won't be able to
go to the bathroom during the show - unless you inadvertently wet
your pants.
5. Godzilla on Monster Island - The gang's all here: this is the
one with all the monsters! Mothra, Megalon (the giant cockroach),
Rodan, the Smog Monster, most members of Godzilla's immediate
family - you get the picture. Naturally, the Japanese scientists' voices
will be dubbed in Southern accents, but we all know the real reason for
catching this one of February 14th: Watching foam rubber monsters
make noises like screeching trains and whomp each other over the
head is a sure bet to chase away a broken heart.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

"COMBATTING ISSUES ON
ALCOHOL"

Write for the
Mirror. Please

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER'
AT
* use of camera

CAPITOL PHOTO
For$

35

* 6 proofs &
2 5x7's
included

and all the help
you need

• remember the gang with a portrait housemates, roommates, friends, floormates
• redo your senior portrait * %£$£%£*'teams'

Call 255-4002

1300 Post Rd. Ffld

CAPITOL PHOTO
* Black & White/ Color Passport Pictures

Student Leadership "Conference

• ideal for travel, visas, graduate school
applications, job applications

$

FOUR FOR 10
1300 Post Rd. Ffld.

• with student ID
10% off

255-4002

FEBRUARY 22,1992
SPONSORED BY:
United States Tobacco
IRHG
FUSA
Club Sports
Health Center
Campus Ministry
CT Network of Housing Professionals
FIPSE Grant

HANSENS FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

255-0461

OR COME SEE THE TABLE SET-UP IN THE CAMPUS CENTER.

345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

CALL 254-4215
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Three Brothers Pizza
330 0515
Fra* Delivery lo Quilled Areas
Special Pizza

Pizza
Cheese
Each 1/2 Item
Each Item
Special/3 Items
The Works/6 Items
Sicilian

Smalj 12"

Lirge 16"

« Slices

12 Slices

7.2 5
,

75
1.25
10.50
13.50
9 75

9.25
1.25

1.75
13.50
18.50
I 1.75

Beverages
1 Liter
2 Liter

2.00
3.00

Small 12" Large 16"
12 Slices
8 Slices
Marinara
Red or White Clam
with Mozzarella
Clams Casino
with Mozzarella
Broccoli. Ricotta
and Mozzarella
Spinach. Ricotta
and Mozzarella . .
Margherita Pizza
our own Mozzarella and Basil . . .,
Vegetable Pizza
any 6 Items

.7.25

9.25

10.95

13.95

12.50

15.50

10.75

12.75

10.75

12.75

11.95

4.95

13.00

18.00

Topping Choices
Anchovies. Sausage, Bacon [pre-cooked). Meatballs. Pepperoni. Salami Ham. Mushrooms, Peppers,
Onions. Black Olives. Eggplant. Broccoli. Spinach. Hot Cherry Peppers. Fresh Garlic

Calzones
Vegetable & Mozzarella
The Works with Mozzarella
Sausage OR Meatball & Mozzarella
Sausage OR Meatball with Peppers & Mozzarella
Eggplant & Mozzarella
'epperoni & Mozzarella
Chicken & Mozzarella
Ricotta & Mozzarella
Ricotta. Mozzarella & Ham
Ricotta, Mozzarella & Broccoli
Ricotta, Mozzarella & Spinach
Mozzarella & Bacon
Any Extra Item

Sauce

7.00
7.50
6.25
6.75
6.50
6.50
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
95

75
All Prices Include Sales lax
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 4 pm-10 pm
Friday & Saturday 4 pm-12 am

Fairfield U. Students!
(Dorms, Townhouses, & beach students)

20% off
(On all menu items • Delivery Only • No Delivery charge)
"Now you can get the same fresh quality that we've
served in our restaurant for 15 yrs delivered right to
your doorstep!"
ORDER 5 LARGE PIZZAS - GET 1 FREE
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NCAA stiffens eligibility
requirements for student-athletes
ANAHEIM, Calif CPS
Academic eligibility standards for
freshman athletes will be even
tougher beginning in 1995. The
change is one of many approved
by the National Collegiate Athletic Association at its 1992 convention.
The new academic requirement involves increasing an incoming student athlete's minimum
grade point average to 2.5 in 13
core curriculum courses and establishing a sliding scale that balances a student's standardized test
scores with his or her grade average.
For example, the scale
would allow an athlete with a 2.0
to compete if he or she scored a
minimum of 900 on the SAT or 21
on the ACT.
If the student has less than
a 2.0 grade point or scores less than
700 on the SAT or 17 on the ACT,
he or she would not be eligible to
play sports.
Previously, Proposition 48
stated that athletes must have a
minimum 700 on the SAT or 18 on
the ACT with a minimum 2.0grade
pointin 11 core curriculum courses.
No sliding scale existed.
Coaches of the Big East
Conference had the most vocal
opposition to the new rule, primarily because of a continued complaint against using standardized
test scores as an eligibility cut-off
device.
The NCAA President's
Commission drafted the newly
approve academic package.
"About six years ago when
propositions 48 and 42 were approved, it was the beginning of a
academic reform (in the NCAA),"
say s Rick Evrard, director of legislative services at the NCAA.
"This is just a continuation."
Other propositions approved at the NCAA convention
include:

r

• Allowing student athletes
to request information about their
potential in the professional sports
market without losing eligibility as long as the student does not
retain an agent.
The proposal was designed
to help students deal with the business aspect of becoming a professional athlete by allowing them to
seek "job advice" like other students.
Student athletes, however,
cannot enter the NBA or NFL draft
and retain eligibility. The Pacific10 Conference opposed the proposition, fearing that institution might
be held liable if an athlete says he
or she received bad advice from
his or her university.
• Allowing coaches of
major sports powerhouses to continue collecting money for product
endorsements and television appearance, but requiring them to
first seek permission from the
schools' presidents to do so.
• Giving Division I basketball teams more leeway for playing in exhibition games during the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The NCAA voted against
a measure to create a new football
division, Division I-AAA, for
smaller Division I schools. And,
the full NCAA membership agreed
to officially oppose a federal
mandate written into the pending
Higher Education Reauthorization
Act that requires the public disclosure of athletics- related revenue
and expenditures at schools.
At the close of the convention, most said they were satisfied
with the outcome.
"The 1992 NCAA convention has proved to be one of the
most significant in recent memory," Creed Black, of the Knight
Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, said in a prepared statement. "The reforms
approve...demonstrate the
renewed commitment of
university presidents and
athletic administrators to the
integrity of intercollegiate
sports and to the academic
well-being of the studentathlete."

WASTED
YOUTH.

Lady Stags
struggle on road

Intramural Athlete of the Week

(continued from p. 20)

Mike McCarthy,
Raging Mayhem. Mike nailed
a jumper at the
buzzer in overtime to lead Raging Mayhem to a
50-48 victory
over Buffed Helmets in the final
of the Schick 30n-3 Basketball
Tourney. With
the win, Mayhem
picked up their
second straight
title, and will represent Fairfield in
regional competition.

putting the ball in the bucket as
they shot 34% from the floor. The
loss pushed them from third to
fourth place in the MAAC and
knocked their overall record down
to 10-11, under the .500 mark.
Hopefully the Lady Stags
will finish up strong in their last six
games of regular season so they
can go into the MAAC tournament
with some momentum. The Lady
Stags play Saturday afternoon at
2:00 against Iona.
Lady Stag Notes: ....Sue Bly is
shooting 38% from three point
land
Trish Elser is averaging
18.1 points per game Fairfield
is averaging 68.2 points per game,
while their opponents are averaging 68.0 points The Lady Stags
are shooting 41% from the floor.

Crew team posts good showing in
first ever competition
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
The newly formed crew team competed in its first ever meet last weekend. The St. Valentine's
Massacre Regatta was held indoors at Traver's Island, New York. The meet was a 2500 meter race on the
ergometers. Other teams in attendance were Hofstra, Fordham, Manhattan, and the Coast Guard Academy.
In the lightweight novice women's category, freshman Katie Rogers finished ninth and Michelle
Ciriello finished eleventh. Overall, for the novice women, Jen Goodwin finished fifth, Maureen Snell finished
sixth, and freshman Nancy Hochgesand finished eleventh.
On the men's side, freshman Pete Diehart finished third with a time of 8:28, the fastest time being
8:18, Sean Cahill finished eleventh, junior Chris Duffy finished twelfth and Rick Fleitas finished thirteenth
in the novice category. As a team, the men finished in second place, behind only the Coast Guard Academy.
According to assistant coach Anne Wildermuth, "The meet was a good showing for Fairfield.
Everyone did well, considering the crew team has only been around for three months. This meet has created
a lot of exposure for the club, and made a lasting impression on the other teams." The club's next meet is
Sunday.

Stags win one of two
(continued from p. 20)
1:22 left. However, the Stags went into the locker room with a 28-25 deficit.
The Stags came out of half time and proceeded on a 12-3 run to grab a 37-31 lead. The Golden Griffs
answered with an 11-0 run to put the Stags down 42-37. At this point the Stags, down five with 9:55 left, went
on their own 10-0 run to get the lead for good at 50-45 with 7:06 left. The Stags never looked back and Canisius could only get as close as three for a brief period of 24 seconds. This one ended in a 68-58 victory.
Coach Cormier commented that the team, "Played well off the boards in the second half..we got to
more of the loose balls tonight." The aggressiveness with which the Stags are playing is incredible. Schwartz
(16 points) and George (12 points) played extremely well. The Stags also adjusted well to having Henderson
sit for ten minutes in the second half because of foul trouble.
STAG NOTES...Wow!!! The Stags are 15th in the country in free throw percentagc.not bad for a team that
for the last several seasons couldn't hit water from a pier...Kevin George shoots 94.3% from the free throw
line...Stags need one more win to have as many wins as all of last year.
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Eurail & Britrail Passes
Issued on the Spot!
All other Rail Passes
also available -
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From New York round trips starting at
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TOKYO
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$398
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Round trip fares from New York.
Add $6 US Departure Tax, $12
Arrivel tax. Some of the above fares
require International Student/Youth/
Teacher ID, also available at Council
Travel!
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INTRAMURAL UPDATE
Mayhem takes Schick title; volleyball results
Brian Marks
Staff Writer
For the second time in two years, Raging Mayhem won the annual Schick 3 on 3
tournament. It was perhaps the best tournament the school's hosted in a long time. An
impressive turnout of 30 teams showed up at the Rec-Plex for the tournament, which began
at 12:00 on Saturday and ended at about 4:30. Most players agreed at days' end that this
was one of the most physically demanding events they had ever participated in.
After many well-played and exciting games, the tournament came down to four
teams. In one semi final, it was the Buffed Helmets, consisting of Andy Gregory, Matt
McGuire, Chris Desmaris and Stu Snizek defeating the Lethal Weapons with Brian Marks,
Joe Smith and Mike Locke, 30-24 in avery physical contest. The other semi-final was a
nailbiter as Raging Mayhem's Jim Cronin, Mike McCarthy, and Doug Diaz came back to
knock off the Speedos with Matt Baron, Chuck Usher, and Mike Kirkutis, 21-20. Then in
one of the most spectacular championship games, a Mike McCarthy buzzer beater jump
shot gave Mayhem a 50-48 victory overtheBuffed Helmets in overtime. The game was sent
to overtime on an Andy Gregory jumper at the buzzer of regulation.
VOLLEYBALL RESULTS: In women's action, The 7 Wonders knocked off Thirsty
Souls in a thrilling 3 game match. Debi Trerice's 8 straight service points ito open the final
game gave the Wonders the lead, and they held on to win the match. Leslie Santore, Donna
Delpo, Denise Thayer, and Michelle Sparaco also played well for the Wonders. Kelly
McNamara led the Thirsty Souls in defeat.
In men's action, Lost Souls defeated the Porch Club 2-0. Ringgo Abarro led the
Souls attack. Jed Flaherty and Jim Brandt played well for the Club.
Finally, in Co-rec action, the Muppets, led by Troll, the head Muppet himself,
cruised to victory over the Breakfast Club, 2-0. Michelle DiPaola, Jen Clay, and Jim
Siekman all played well for the Muppets.
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College Bowl team impresses in
wins over Georgetown, Harvard,
and Princeton
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
Fairfield 150, Georgetown 130. No, Fairfield hoops fans, the men's basketball
team did not pull off the greatest upset of this college season; rather the College Bowl Team—
Fairfield's premier academic team— bested the hated Hoyas in a match which pitted the
greatest minds in Jesuitdom against one another.
The site for this great intellectual feat was the campus of the University of
Pennsylvania, where, over the weekend of January 31 -February 1, thirty-one of the finest
College Bowl teams in the East competed in the Penn Bowl tournament. Fairfield was
represented by the team of Patrick Foote '92, James Agar '93, Stephen Coyle '92, Joseph
Froehlich '93, James Iannone '95, and Peter Pizzola '93.
Georgetown was not the only prominent institution of higher learning to meet its
match at the hands of Fairfield's quiz-masters, as victories were also won at the expense of
teams from Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Princeton, Dartmouth, Dickinson, and Swarthmore.
Some of these elite competitors were less gracious than others when it came to losing to the
upstarts from Fairfield U., as Fairfield team captain Patrick Foote noted later.
"The team from Harvard seemed to be especially displeased," he stated. "They had
a hard time accepting the fact that we, of all people, could beat them. They protested the
answers to practically every question that we got right." Alas, for the teams from Cambridge,
it was to no avail as Fairfield won a tough match full of arcane questions by the score of 14580.
Overall, team captain Foote was pleased with his team's performance. "We needed
to work towards being more consistent in terms of our level of play. Considering the
competition we faced, however—which included teams with 25 and 30 year old grad
students on them— we did not fare too badly."

Stag Skaters drop three straight
Marc Bedard
Staff Writer

COMING SOON!
3rd Annual Late

Night

FEBRUARY 28,1992
10 PM-4 AM

The ECAC South division leading Fairfield Stags Ice Hockey team travelled to
Amherst College, and came away with a devastating 7-2 loss to the second place Lord Jeffs.
For the team, this was only the beginning, as they would later drop two more games to Holy
Cross(9-5), and to Bently College(5-4), closing their lead in the division
In the first period of the Amherst game, the Stags would have made Eddie Shore
proud as they epitomized old time hockey, with their hard hitting and wide open style of play.
Unfortunately, the Stags were unable to put the puck in the net. Peter Lewis had the best
chance, but hit the post to the left of the Amherst netminder.
The Stags also suffered many defensive lapses; hence, the big defeat.
The play of Lewis was the only bright spot for Fairfield. The Junior forward
collected both of the Stags' goals. The first was a breakaway goal assisted by Rick Mason,
and the second was unassisted.
TWO MINUTE MINORS: ...Peter Lewis( 17-9-26), Tim Malay(9-16-25), Steve Forrest(14-ll-25), Scott Lindsay(7-12-19), and Mike Toland(9-10-19) are the leading
scorers...Co-Captain Tim McDevitt(3.91 goals against average, 87.3 save percentage
overall) continues to play solidly as one of the league's top goalies...

COMING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22
The Intramural Department presents

DON'T FORGET...

255-4430

THE CERTS/TRIDENT SPIKE-FEST
at the Rec Plex.

TICK TACK TOE

Sign ups for this one day event are on
February 18 and 19, from 2-8p.m.

Cocktail and Graduation Dresses, Silver
Jewelry, Cottons & Ethnic Specials
Visa/Mastercard/Amex
Gift Wrapping Available

Shipping Available
for your Valentine

Teams are comprised of 2 males and 2 females, with rosters eligible
to
include an additional member of each sex.
There is a $5 entry fee for the event.
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Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires Feb. 28,1992.
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Buy any footlong Sub or large salad
and get one of equal or lesser value
""REE — with the purchase of ai
22 oz. cup of soft drink.
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This Week: Raging Mayhem takes Schick title; Skaters lose 3; NCAA raises academic standards for athletes,
ypp. 17-20.
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SPORTS

Lady Stags in a tailspin
Drop to 4th place in MAAC
Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags must be
looking forward to returning home
to Alumni Hall for their next game
after having a difficult time on the
road, losing two out of four, and
dropping from third to fourth place
in the MAAC.
Fairfield began their four
consecutive away games with a
67-46 victory over Iona on the first
of February. Unfortunately, the
blow out was not an omen of good
things to come for the Lady Stags.
Fairfield traveled to Jersey City, New Jersey where they
squared off against the 15-4 St.
Peter's Peahens on Tuesday, February 4. They ran out to a 27-26
lead in the first half and were on
their way to upsetting the Peahens.
However, they were outscored 5332 in the second half, and were defeated 79-59. St. Peter's held Trish
Elser to 12 points and only 2 rebounds. Robin Massari scored a
season high 16 points and Kate
Abromovitch chipped in with 14.
Joann Balsamo of St. Peter's
outscored everyone with 19 points.
The Lady Stags had more
success with Niagara, winning at
the Lady Eagle's home court 8582 in Friday night. It should be
noted, however, that Fairfield beat
Niagara 94-66 earlier in the season
at Alumni Hall. The score was
even at 45 when the buzzer sounded

for halftime. Fairfield outgunned
Niagara in the second half, as four
players on the team notched double
figures in points. SamanthaDavid's
strong effort for Niagara, scoring a
career high 31 points, could not
bring home the victory for the Lady
Eagles. Sue Bly was 4-7 from threepoint land notching a season high
24 points and Elser poured in 20
while grabbing 11 rebounds to lead
the way for Fairfield.
The Lady Stags did not

have much free time to savor their
victory against Niagara for on
Sunday they had to pay a visit to
Buffalo, New York to take on 8-11
Canisius. Canisius defeated Fairfield 62-57, getting revenge for the
three point loss to Fairfield earlier
in the season. Trish Elser scoring a
season high 28 points was the only
bright spot for Fairfield in the loss.
The Lady Stags had serious trouble

(continued on p. 18)

Lynne Friel looks to pass in a recent Lady Stags game
photo: Maureen Herlihy

Top Canisius, fall to Niagara
The Stags (3-7 MAAC;
7-14) split their two games this
past weekend, coming up with a
big home win against Canisius (39 MAAC; 7-16) 68-58 but then
losing in one of their most exciting
games of the year to Niagara (5-5
MAAC; 11-10)80-76.
After three commentary
letters about the poor fan support,
attendance, and cheering from
various alumni, a small group of
seniors who call themselves
'Felch', took it upon themselves to
get the apathetic crowd on their
feet. Their incessant bagging and
screaming from the top row of the
student section proved to be crucial in both games. This not only
got the fans up on their feet but it
even got the team psyched.
In the Niagara game the
Stags came out on fire, jumping
out to an 11-1 lead, causing Niagara to call a time out. The Purple
Eagles regrouped and proceeded
to get back in this game. Now it
was their turn to get hot arid they
did, going on a 16-6 run and grabbing the lead for the first time in the
game at 29-28 with four minutes
left on the clock. The Stags moved

The
Coach's
Corner
The sad tale of
Mike Tyson
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor

Stags split two, remain near
bottom of MAAC
Fred Vital
Staff Writer

Next Week: Swim team competes in MAAC Championships; Stags and Lady Stags
continue charge for top; Feature
on Lady Stags' star Trish Elser.

into a full court press and picked
up some easy baskets, but the
Purple Eagles got some on their
end, too, and the half ended with
the Stags down 40-38.
The Stags started the
second half slowly, getting down
seven and having to call a quick
time out. Coach Paul Cormier
apparently said all the right things
because out of the time out the
Stags went on a 7-0 run and tied the
game with 16:26 left to play. The
Stags, playing their accustomed
intense defense, got some turnovers but just couldn't grab the
lead. Then off a Johnnie Jones (11
points; 8 assists) three point play
the Stags briefly grabbed the lead
at 64-63 with 7:30 left. Later, off
of two free throws and a 17 foot
jumper by Tim Schwartz (13
points), the Stags closed the gap to
one at 71-70. Niagara forward
Brian Clifford (17 points; 15 rebounds) scored a three point play
to extend the Niagara lead to four
(74-70). The Stags now went into
a full court press, and this had
some success causing Niagara
problems. The Stags had the
chances to cut the lead but the
baskets just wouldn't fall. Drew
Henderson (14 points; 9 rebounds)
cut the lead to two by hitting two

free throws. With 54.2 seconds
left the Stags got the ball twice
more off an out of bounds and a
missed front end of a one and one.
With the Stags down four Kevin
George hit an 8' jumper to cut the
lead to two. George had one last
shot off a steal but this wasn't the
game for the Stags to win because
again the shot didn't fall. When
the buzzer sounded it was an 80-76
loss.
There are only two words
that can describe the game and
Coach Cormier said it all when he
said, "Too big!!" Henderson was
up against two 7 footers and one
6'9" player. The Stags had no
chance to be productive inside.
Coach Cormier added, "We were
in a position to get those last shots,
they just didn't fall."
In the Canisius game the
Stags found themselves in a game
of streaks. After being up five with
16:22; they found themselves down
seven with 8:02 left. Then Henderson (15 points; 10 rebounds)
scored eight to cut the Golden
Griffin lead to one (20-19). Jones
(12 points) buried one to tie the
game and then scored off of a steal
to give the Stags a 25-23 lead with
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"Ladies and Gentlemen, now entering the prison gates,
weighing in at an even225 pounds, theformer Heavyweight Champion
of the world, Iron Mike Tyson."
With Monday night's verdict of guilty of rape on all three
counts, this is probably going to be the last announcement of his arrival that Mr. Tyson will ever receive. Each count holds a sentence of
8-20 years, so for those of you non-math majors, that adds up to anywhere from 24-60 years in the slammer for old Mikey-boy. Despite the
fact that guys like George Foreman and Larry 'Don't ever compare
me to Muhammad Ali' Holmes are making comebacks in their forties, don't count on Tyson ever fighting again. What once looked like
the career of possibly the greatest fighter of all time now looks like
another wasted talent.
In certain ways, though, I feel bad for Tyson. Now, don't get
me wrong; if he is guilty as charged, then he most certainly deserves
to go to jail(for retribution, Father Regan!) What I am saying, though,
is I feel bad for an uneducated boy who was taken for a ride by a nappy
haired dude named Don King.
Tyson's decline began when his long time trainer, and
unofficial father, Cus D'Amato died. D'Amato looked after Tyson,
and it became vividly apparent that after D'Amato's death, Tyson
really couldn't look after himself. At this point, that wonderful
entrepreneur King decided to take the place of D'Amato. Tyson, not
knowing any better, allowed the takeover.
King made Tyson believe not only that he was the best boxer
in the world, but also that he was bigger than life, and he could get
whatever he wanted. Why not, since that, too, was King's own self
view? Just look at the problems he has had since: the divorce from
Robin Givens, the Mitch Green incident, the lackluster performances
in the past years, and now this rape of an 18 year old Miss Black
America contestant. These are all cases where Tyson apparently either
couldn't take 'No' for an answer, or couldn't handle someone challenging his throne. And all of this was brought on by that wonderful
man Mr. King.
No, Mike Tyson is not a perfect human being, and quite
honestly, he probably isn't even a nice person. However, with the right
guidance, he was a terrific fighter who kept to himself. With the wrong
guidance, he has become Public Enemy #1. You should be real proud
of yourself, Don.
By the way, I think that Don should also be forced to change
his last name. I don't know about you, but I don't want to associate him
in any way, shape, or form, with a truly great man, Dr. Martin Luther
King. Can we call him Don Ho, or has that also been taken?
Well, four long years have gone by, and theXVI Winter
Olympic Games are now almost a week old. So far, the only real
excitement has come from the Men's Downhill, which is probably the
most exciting event in either of the Olympic games. I personally like
the Olympics. I love obscure various events you only usually see at this
time, that derive excitement beyond imagination. I mean, the luge,
the bobsled, and the ski jumping are incredible feats to watch. So far,
the fact that there is no longer a Soviet Union hasn't seemed to hurt the
games, and let's hope it stays that way.
I realize that what transpired at the NBA All-Star game this
past Sunday was truly 'Magic,' and I will admit that I was moved by
seeing Earvin 'Magic' Johnson return to professional basketball, but I
still contend that he should not have played in that game. The talk now
is, "Isn't it wonderful that Magic hasn't lost any of his playing ability,
considering that he hasn't played all year?" That is true, but did we
need the All-Star game, a game for established stars and upcoming
players, to be the forum for this statement? I don't think so. Magic's
29 minutes of playing time took minutes away from the likes of Tim
Hardaway, Dan Majerle, Jeff Hornacek, and Dikembe Mutombo.
One other gripe I have: What team are they going to put on the MVP
trophy next to Magic's name, since he is no longer on a team?

